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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Optical Frequency Comb Assisted Discrete Fourier Transform Processor 

by 

Huan Hu 

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering (Photonics) 

 

University of California San Diego, 2020 

Professor Stojan Radic, Chair 

Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) has been one of the most fundamental tools in signal 

and image processing. With increasing demand of data traffic for applications such as media 

streaming, 5G communication and internet of things (IoT), broadband backend receivers require 

high performance DFT cores to meet the performance target. However, due to the tradeoff 

between bandwidth and precision of electronic digitizers and fundamentally limited 

computation capability of conventional silicon processors, it is challenging to perform DFT 

computation on broadband signals with all-electronic DFT processors. In this dissertation a new 

hybrid DFT processor relying on phase locked optical combs are introduced to circumvent these 

challenges.  
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The proposed processor combines signal digitization and DFT computation in a 

computation-free manner, and outputs complex DFT coefficients of broadband radio-frequency 

(RF) signals with high throughput, high precision and low power dissipation. Its capabilities are 

thoroughly demonstrated in a broadband orthogonal-frequency-division-multiplexing (OFDM) 

receiver. OFDM receivers are sensitive to phase noise, especially for signals with quadrature 

amplitude modulation (QAM). To improve the processing performance, several signal 

processing techniques are proposed and verified for phase noise suppression. To reduce the 

system complexity of the proposed DFT processor, a split-and-delay topology utilizing a single 

variable-pitch comb rather than two distinct phase-locked combs, could be used for DFT 

operation and is demonstrated in an OFDM receiver. In broadband RF signal reception, when a 

signal is sparse, using only a subset of captured high precision DFT coefficients is sufficient to 

fully capture the broadband signal. Without using high bandwidth electronic front-end, the new 

receiver operates in sub-Nyquist rate and eliminates main contributions to electronic noise and 

jitter in conventional techniques. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

We are in the data explosion era and have witnessed the exponentially growing demand 

for data traffic in applications such as media streaming, 5G communication and IoT. For 

example, global smartphone traffic increased by more than 50% per year[1] in recent years. In 

order to meet the performance targets of future mobile broadband systems, increase in spectrally 

efficient modulation formats such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) will 

be adopted and high throughput DFT processor is required. Discrete Fourier transform has been 

one of the most fundamental tools in signal and image processing. Apart from serving as the 

processing core in OFDM communication systems, DFT has enabled powerful and efficient 

digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms for broadband communication systems such as time 

synchronization, signal detection, etc. In these applications, broadband RF signals must be 

digitized first and then processed in digital DFT processors. 

Future high-performance signal processing demands progressively high data throughput, 

high precision and low dissipation DFT processor. Conventionally, high-rate, high-precision 

digital discrete Fourier processors are implemented in field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) 

and Application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) platforms. However, as these also demand 

progressively higher data throughput and lower dissipation, the conventional (all-electronic) 

DFT processor faces both fundamental and practical challenges. Firstly, silicon DFT processor 

faces computation limit inherent with maximal transistor density, imposed by quantum and 

thermal effects [2]. This limit widely recognized after the breakdown of Moore's Law and 

Dennard scaling, has served as one of the principal motivations for renewed interest in 
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physically assisted processor topologies. In addition to a need for fast DFT processors, 

broadband RF receiver also mandates that received waveform is digitized by a full-rate analog-

to-digital converter (ADC), which imposes basic dissipation limitations and requires a tradeoff 

between speed and quantization precision[3].  

To address the first challenge, real-time DFT computation burden can be offloaded from 

electrical to optical domain. Several optical Fourier transform schemes have been proposed and 

include physically-generated DFT coefficients using dispersion management [4]–[6], cascaded 

delay interferometers [7] and arrayed waveguide grating routers [8], [9]. Recently, a silicon 

photonics DFT  architecture was proposed to generate Fourier coefficients via mesh of on-chip 

Mach–Zehnder interferometers and phase shifters [10]. While such techniques offer a promise 

for high-capacity DFT operation, their precision remains limited and is accompanied by 

escalating structural complexity when DFT expansion grows. Consequently, these limitations 

prevent their practical use in both general and scalable DFT applications.  

To address the second (quantization) challenge, RF channelized receivers were 

developed to map broadband signal onto narrow frequency bins via multiple filter banks and 

sampled with sub-rate ADC array[11]. However, such technique has its own set of 

implementation and performance challenges: increased noise due to a need for sub-rate tributary 

split and high filter isolation required to minimize signal leakage across the band. The bandpass 

output can also be frequency translated to the baseband via mixing with local oscillator (LO) 

signals, to allow for a single-stage lowpass filtering[12], but imposing the challenges of multiple 

LO synthesis and spurious mixing management. Alternatively, one can map high-bandwidth 

signal by quantizing it at full rate by photonically-assisted ADC[13]–[16]. However, even in 

photonically assisted quantizers capable of full-rate sampling, quantized signal still needs to be 
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mapped to the electronic domain. Ultimately, the performance trade-off is set by the precision 

of electronic ADC backplane and total number of (optical) sub-rate tributaries. In practical terms, 

by selecting higher resolution electronic ADC backplane, one necessarily increases the number 

of tributaries, increasing the complexity of the entire processor. 

To address these concerns, in this dissertation a hybrid DFT processor based on dual 

phase-locked optical frequency combs was proposed and demonstrated in conjunction with 

high-throughput, high-precision architecture.  

1.2 Dissertation structure 

This dissertation designs, implements and tests a hybrid DFT processor relying on phase-

locked optical frequency combs and experimentally demonstrates its applications in broadband 

RF signal reception and demodulation. 

Starting with DFT computation in electronic domain, Chapter 2 introduces the operation 

principles of the hybrid DFT processor using dual phase-locked optical frequency combs. The 

performance of the DFT processor relies on generating mutually coherent combs with 

sufficiently high power, OSNR, high-frequency stability, and tone pitch tunability. The 

principles of optical parametric combs generation through shockwave engineering and the 

related theoretical background are introduced in this chapter. 

Chapter 3 introduces the experimental implementation of the hybrid DFT processor and 

its performance characterization. The proposed DFT processor is a hybrid system consisting of 

both optical and electronic components and faces various practical impairments. To improve the 

performance of the DFT processor, detailed experimental impairment analysis and the 

corresponding compensation techniques are discussed to achieve high speed and flexible DFT 

computation. 
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With the hybrid DFT processor, an OFDM receiver is proposed and implemented in 

Chapter 4. The new OFDM receiver eliminates the need for high-speed ADCs and digital DFT 

processors in conventional architectures and capable of generating DFT coefficients of 

wideband RF signals in real-time. The performance is characterized by demodulation of a 4-

QAM OFDM signal with 60 subcarriers positioned within 4 GHz - 15.8 GHz band and separated 

by 200MHz. It was observed that phase noise caused significant performance degradation in 

OFDM systems so that both blind and pilot-aided algorithms were developed for phase noise 

suppression. Besides, by further exploring the correlation of phase noise over different channels, 

a joint phase noise suppression algorithm is introduced for improved demodulation performance. 

While the hybrid DFT processor is powerful for DFT computation with high throughput 

and high precision, the implementation is complex and costly. Chapter 5 focuses on reducing 

the hardware complexity of the hybrid DFT processor. Firstly, a new implementation scheme 

using split-and-delay topology is introduced and a single variable frequency comb, instead of 

dual frequency combs, can be used for DFT computation. It is experimentally demonstrated as 

a wideband OFDM receiver and realizes the equivalent of dual-comb assisted OFDM receiver 

operation. Secondly, when this DFT engine is used in a physically assisted wideband receiver, 

a subset of DFT coefficients is sufficient for sparse RF signal reception combined with 

compressed sensing algorithms, significantly reducing the hardware complexity in terms of 

optical carriers and coherent receivers. 

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes this dissertation and discusses future work.  
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Chapter 2 Principles of Operation 

Fourier transform is one of the most important and powerful techniques in signal and 

image processing. A signal can be represented in frequency domain and this representation 

basically involves the decomposition of the signals in terms of exponential components. One of 

the most famous frequency decomposition experiments is to use a prism to break up white light 

into the colors of the rainbow, which is described by a paper from Isaac Newton in 1672. From 

physics we know that each color corresponds to a specific frequency of the visible spectrum, 

hence the analysis of light into colors is actually a form of frequency decomposition. Apart from 

its application in mathematics such as solving differential equations, Fourier transform offers 

an alternative perspective of signal in the frequency domain and eases the computation and 

implementation of signal processing algorithms.  

Most of the signals encountered in science and engineering are analog in nature, which 

are represented as functions of a continuous variable such as time, and usually take on values in 

a continuous range. Considering an analog signal 𝑥𝑎(𝑡). The Fourier transform of 𝑥𝑎(𝑡) is  

𝑋𝑎(𝑓) = ∫ 𝑥𝑎(𝑡)𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞

 (2.1) 

such that 𝑥𝑎(𝑡) can be decomposed in the frequency domain, i.e. 𝑥𝑎(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑋𝑎(𝑓)𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑓
∞

−∞
. 

The existence of Fourier transform requires that 𝑥𝑎(𝑡)  has finite energy; that is 

∫ |𝑥𝑎(𝑡)|2𝑑𝑡
∞

−∞
< ∞. The signal can be of finite duration and extend its definition by zero-

padding. Though signals can be processed directly by appropriate analog systems such as a 

prism for white light, modern signal processing techniques use an alternative way for signal 

processing for flexibility and accuracy considerations. Analog signals are quantized by analog-
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to-digital converters (ADCs). Then digital processors are then used to process the digital signals 

and produce required information in digital domain. If the required output is in analog domain, 

digital-to-analog converters (DACs) are used to convert the processed digital signals to analog 

domain.  

2.1 Discrete Fourier Transform 

Frequency domain representation of a quantized discrete signal can be retrieved with 

discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Suppose a time-limited signal 𝑥𝑎(𝑡)  is sampled at the 

sampling frequency 𝐹𝑠  and represented as a discrete-time signal 𝑥[𝑛] = 𝑥(𝑛𝑇), 𝑛 =

0, 1, 2… , 𝑁 − 1  where 𝑇 = 1/𝐹𝑠  is the sampling interval and 𝑁  is the length. The Fourier 

transform of 𝑥[𝑛] is  

 

𝑋(𝑓) = ∑ 𝑥[𝑛]𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑓/𝐹𝑠

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

, 0 ≤ 𝑓 ≤ 𝐹𝑠 (2.2) 

which is the spectrum of discrete signal 𝑥[𝑛]. The definition interval is limited by 𝐹𝑠 due to the 

fact that 𝑋(𝑓)  is actually periodic with periodicity 𝐹𝑠  such that 𝑋(𝑓)  at any frequencies 

exceeding [0, 𝐹𝑠] can be retrieved with the equation (2.2). Notice that 𝑋(𝑓) is generally not 

equal to the spectrum 𝑋𝑎(𝑓) unless the sampling frequency 𝐹𝑠 is larger than twice the signal 

bandwidth 𝐵, which is required by the Nyquist sampling theory. If 𝐹𝑠 < 2𝐵, then spectrum 𝑋(𝑓) 

contains the aliased frequency components of 𝑋𝑎(𝑓)  and aliasing effect prevents it from 

recovering the original signal 𝑥𝑎(𝑡) with the discrete samples 𝑥[𝑛]. In the absence of aliasing, 

 

𝑋𝑎(𝑓) = {

1

𝐹𝑠
𝑋(𝑓), |𝑓| ≤ 𝐹𝑠/2

0 |𝑓| > 𝐹𝑠/2

 (2.3) 
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 and frequency information of an analog signal 𝑥𝑎(𝑡)  can be fully captured with discrete 

samples 𝑥[𝑛] . When 𝑋(𝑓)  is sampled at equally spaced frequencies 𝑓 =
𝑘

𝑁
𝐹𝑠, 𝑘 =

0, 1, 2,… ,𝑁 − 1, the resultant samples are 

 

𝑋[𝑘] = ∑ 𝑥[𝑛]𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝑛/𝑁

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

, 𝑘 = 0, 1, 2,… , 𝑁 − 1 (2.4) 

{𝑋[𝑘], 𝑘 = 0, 1, 2,… , 𝑁 − 1}  is called discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of {𝑥[𝑛], 𝑛 =

0, 1, 2,… ,𝑁 − 1}. 𝑋[𝑘] represents frequency sampling of the original analog signal 𝑥𝑎(𝑡). With 

𝑋[𝑘] it is able to recover the sequence 𝑥[𝑛] with inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) 

 

𝑥[𝑛] = ∑ 𝑋[𝑘]𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑘𝑛/𝑁

𝑁−1

𝑘=0

, 𝑛 = 0, 1, 2,… , 𝑁 − 1 (2.5) 

In matrix representation, the DFT is represented as 

 𝑿𝑁 = 𝑾𝑁𝒙𝑁 (2.6) 

where  

 

𝒙𝑁 = [

𝑥[0]

𝑥[1]
⋮

𝑥[𝑁 − 1]

] , 𝑿𝑁 = [

𝑋[0]

𝑋[1]
⋮

𝑋[𝑁 − 1]

],  

𝑾𝑁 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
1 1 1 ⋯ 1
1 𝑊𝑁 𝑊𝑁

2 ⋯ 𝑊𝑁
𝑁−1 

1 𝑊𝑁
2 𝑊𝑁

4 ⋯ 𝑊𝑁
2(𝑁−1)

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

1 𝑊𝑁
𝑁−1 𝑊𝑁

2(𝑁−1)
⋯ 𝑊𝑁

(𝑁−1)(𝑁−1)
]
 
 
 
 
 

 ,𝑊𝑁 = 𝑒−𝑗2𝜋/𝑁 

(2.7) 

 

 The IFFT can be represented as  

 
𝒙𝑁 = 𝑾𝑁

−1𝑿𝑁 =
1

𝑁
𝑾𝑁

∗ 𝑿𝑁 (2.8) 
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In digital domain, DFT and IDFT are usually not computed directly. Instead, they are 

computed in much more efficient ways using fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms. The most 

commonly used FFT is the Cooley-Tukey algorithm. Assume FFT points 𝑁 is a power of 2, 

from the definition of the DFT: 

 

𝑋[𝑘] = ∑ 𝑥[𝑛]𝑊𝑁
𝑘𝑛

𝑁−1

𝑛=0

 

= ∑ 𝑥[2𝑚]𝑊𝑁
2𝑚𝑘

𝑁
2
−1

𝑚=0

+ ∑ 𝑥[2𝑚 + 1]𝑊𝑁
(2𝑚+1)𝑘

𝑁
2
−1

𝑚=0

 

(2.9) 

Since 𝑊𝑁
2 = 𝑊𝑁/2, 𝑋[𝑘] can be expressed as: 

 

𝑋[𝑘] = ∑ 𝑓1[𝑚]𝑊𝑁
2

𝑚𝑘

𝑁
2
−1

𝑚=0

+ 𝑊𝑁
𝑘 ∑ 𝑥[2𝑚 + 1]𝑊𝑁

2

𝑚𝑘

𝑁
2
−1

𝑚=0

 

= 𝐹1[𝑘] + 𝑊𝑁
𝑘𝐹2[𝑘] 

(2.10) 

where 𝐹1[𝑘] and 𝐹2[𝑘] are the 𝑁/2-point DFTs of the sequence 𝑓1[𝑚] and 𝑓2[𝑚] respectively. 

The computation of 𝑁 -point DFT requires 𝑁2  complex multiplications. So the 

computation of 𝑋[𝑘], 𝑘 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 𝑁 − 1 with Eq. (2.10) requires two 𝑁/2-point DFT and 

additional 𝑁 multiplication, which in total is 
𝑁2

4
⋅ 2 + 𝑁~

𝑁2

2
. It is obvious that by dividing the 

original problem of computing 𝑁-point DFT into subproblem of computing 𝑁/2-point DFT, the 

complexity is reduced by half. By using such a divide-and-conquer method, the computation of 

DFT complexity finally reduced to 𝑂(𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁). This is so called the radix-2 FFT algorithm and 

a variety of other algorithms are proposed for FFT computation. An excellent introduction can 

be found in [17]. 
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2.2 Hybrid DFT Processor with Dual Combs 

Digital signal processing is generally preferred due to the flexibility and accuracy 

considerations. However, the performance of such digital signal processing scheme relies on 

ADCs and digital signal processors. Processing of signals with extremely wide bandwidths 

requires fast sampling rate ADCs and fast digital signal processors. For DFT computation, even 

using computation efficient FFT algorithms, the conventional, all-electronic DFT processors 

face both fundamental and practical challenges. Firstly, an all-electronics processor’s 

throughput faces clock frequency scaling and maximal gate density restriction imposed by 

quantum and thermal effects [2], ultimately setting the upper bound for silicon processor speed. 

Secondly, due to a well-known tradeoff between speed and precision of the front-end quantizer 

[3], the precision of the all-electrical DFT computation will ultimately be limited at high 

throughputs, even if one resorts to high-rate, high-dissipation ADC. Indeed, while it is possible 

to map high-bandwidth signal by first quantizing it at full rate by photonically-assisted ADC[13], 

[14], [16], [18] and subsequently computing DFT coefficients in real-time, this approach is still 

subject to basic limitations, both in terms of precision and dissipation. In photonically assisted 

ADC that supports full-rate sampling, a sampled and quantized signal still must be mapped to 

electronic plane and the ultimate trade-off is set by electronic ADC precision vs. number of sub-

rate tributaries. By selecting high-resolution electronic ADC in the backplane, one necessarily 

chooses large number of tributaries, increasing the complexity of the processor backplane. 

Photonically assisted architectures aimed at high-speed operation and low power 

consumption can offload major computational burden from all-electrical processor onto 

photonic domain. Several optical Fourier transform schemes have been proposed previously and 

were based on dispersion management [4]–[6], cascaded delay interferometers [7] or arrayed 
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waveguide grating routers [8], [9]. Recently, a silicon photonics based architecture has been 

proposed for optical DFT computation through mesh of on-chip Mach–Zehnder interferometers 

and phase shifters [10]. However, these techniques are either precision limited or suffer from 

escalating structural complexity when DFT expansion grows, preventing their use in both 

general and scalable DFT computations. To address these, a photonic-assisted DFT pre-

processor based on a dual phase-locked optical parametric combs was introduced and was shown 

in conjunction with high throughput, high precision and low power consumption [19], indicating 

practical viability of for hybrid (optoelectronic) architecture.  

 

Figure. 2-1 (a) Spectral representation of a DFT processor with dual optical parametric combs. Blue and red arrows 
are the tones of signal comb and LO comb respectively. (b) Signal-LO pairs are separated by optical routers. Signal 

is down converted via coherent detection and sub-band filtering is done by detector element response bandwidth 

(δf ). DC term (red circle) of the electrical signal is exactly the DFT coefficient 𝐒(fIF) at frequency fIF. 

With aid of dual, mutually coherent and frequency-Verniered combs, complex DFT 

coefficients of either optical or electrical signal can be extracted via parallel, sub-rate heterodyne 

detection[20], as illustrated in Figure. 2-1. When signal 𝑠(𝑡) is modulated onto optical comb 
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with frequency pitch 𝐹𝑠 , a spectral copy is imposed on each comb tone. When comb tones 

possess sufficiently high optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) and when modulation occurs in 

linear regime, it is possible to approximate signal copying by noiseless, distortion-free 

replication in spectral domain. The second, phase-locked comb, acts as a local oscillator (LO) 

array, possessing a different frequency pitch 𝐹𝐿𝑂 in order to accomplish spectral Vernier. Each 

signal-LO comb mode pair can be optically filtered by a wavelength division demultiplexer that 

has matched, coarse frequency grid and sent to a dedicated, sub-rate coherent detector. 

Consequently, each detector element will retrieve spectral information at targeted frequency 

offset, defined by the comb pitch offset 𝑓𝐼𝐹 = 𝑛 ∙ ∆𝑓 , where 𝑛  is order number and ∆𝑓  is 

frequency pitch offset (𝐹𝐿𝑂 − 𝐹𝑠). A coherent detection of each comb mode pair is equivalent to 

heterodyne detection of a RF signal copy, resulting in frequency-shifted baseband signal 

𝑠(𝑡)𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝐼𝐹𝑡, filtered by the detector response. DFT coefficient 𝑺(𝑓𝐼𝐹) centered at 𝑓𝐼𝐹  can be 

retrieved with a lowpass filter, effectively realized by the detector element response 𝛿𝑓(≥ ∆𝑓). 

As a result, the backplane is composed of sub-rate ADC array, rather than full-rate ADCs. This 

allows for ADC array precision can be qualitatively increased, enabling alias-free 𝑺(𝑓𝐼𝐹) 

acquisition with low-complexity DSP. By capturing a complete set of signal-LO pairs, the 

recovery of the full-band spectrum 𝑺𝒇𝒖𝒍𝒍(𝑓) is guaranteed with frequency domain sampling 

resolution set by the frequency pitch offset ∆𝑓.  

Comb-assisted processor significantly relieves the complexity of DFT computation since 

it eliminates front-end quantization and full-rate, multiplicative implementation of conventional 

fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms [21]–[23]. Firstly, selected tones can be filtered 

simultaneously for parallel heterodyne detection so that DFT computation is effectively 

parallelized, enabling the rate scaling of the aggregate throughput. Secondly, only sub-rate of 
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the detected signal is needed, allowing for a low-rate ADC backplane with correspondingly high 

resolution. Thirdly, if optical-signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) of the signal and LO combs are 

sufficiently high, an effective precision of DFT generation will be maintained. Finally, when 

comb pitch can be freely tuned, resolution and frequency range of DFT decomposition can be 

freely chosen and reconfigured in order to meet the input signal requirements. This is 

particularly important in flexible-band applications, where users should be able to change center 

frequency and instantaneous bandwidth in a rapid manner.  

2.3 Comb Generation 

The performance of DFT processor relies on generating mutually coherent combs with 

sufficiently high power and OSNR. Additionally, to guarantee the processor flexibility and 

performance, combs should have high frequency stability, and tone pitch tunability. Optical 

parametric combs generated through shockwave engineering combine all these attributes in a 

single, travelling-wave platform [24]. The principle of optical frequency comb generation at 25 

GHz is introduced as follows (Figure. 2-2). 

 

Figure. 2-2 Optical parametric comb generation. MZM: Mach-Zehnder Modulator, PM: Phase modulator, PS: RF 

phase shifter, SMF: Single mode fiber, EDFA: Erbium doped fiber amplifier, HNLF: Highly nonlinear fiber, 

NOLM: Nonlinear optical loop mirror. 
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With sufficient optical power and wideband phase matched condition, optical parametric 

combs are generated via four wave mixing (FWM) process over wide spectral range exceeding 

combined C and L band. To increase efficiency of FWM process in a mixer stage consisting of 

a highly nonlinear fiber (HNLF), shock wave with high peak power is created through a 

compressor stage which precisely manages initial frequency chirp and group velocity dispersion 

by controlling the phase modulation and physical properties of the fiber. Seed mixer pulses are 

initially generated modulating continuous-wave (CW) master laser by 25 GHz harmonic using 

a quadrature biased Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). A phase modulator (PM) driven by a 

half-wave delayed version of the modulation waveform induces a positive chirp and creates 

condition for subsequent compression. Negative single mode fiber (SMF) dispersion is tailored 

in order to take advantage of rising and falling pulse edges with differential group velocity. The 

narrow high-power pulse can be further compressed in a second compression stage. First, a 

positive Kerr-induced chirp is applied to the pulses in HNLF. Next, SMF with negative 

dispersion compress the pulses and create shockwaves with sufficient high peak power. The 

parasitic side lobes generated in this stage manifest as power fluctuations of the shockwaves and 

are suppressed by pulse shaping with a nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM). The compressed 

pulse is subsequently sent to the mixer stage consists of HNLF to generate broadband comb via 

efficient FWM. A coherently coupled comb can be generated in a similar fashion if the master 

CW laser is shared with identical mixer setup, but driven at a different frequency, guaranteeing 

high mutual coherence over all signal-LO tone pairs, which is essential for coherent detection 

in the backplane. 

Figure. 2-3 illustrates the spectrum of an optical frequency comb generated through 

shockwave engineering spanning from 1525 nm to 1575 nm, fully covering C- and L- band in 
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optical communication. The power spectrum ripple is less than 3 dB and can be reduced down 

to less than 1 dB with fine tuning. The power per tone is around -6 dBm in this demonstration 

and can be boosted over 0 dBm within this setup and further boosted over 10 dBm combined 

with other techniques such as injection locking. The optical signal-to-noise-ratio (OSNR) is over 

40dB defined within 0.1 nm bandwidth and the number of tones is more than 250. 

 

Figure. 2-3 25 GHz optical frequency comb spectrum. 

2.4 Summary 

At the start of this chapter concept of discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and its 

implementation in electronic signal processing systems are briefly introduced. Since high 

performance DFT processing requires high-speed ADCs and digital processors, which are the 

bottleneck of current electronic architectures, a novel hybrid opto-electronic DFT processor 

relies on dual mutual coherent combs is introduced and its principle of operation is discussed in 

Chapter 2.2. In the last, to make a high performance DFT engine, the principle of parametric 

optical frequency comb generation with shock-wave engineering is discussed in Chapter 2.3. 
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Chapter 3 Demonstration of the Hybrid DFT 

Processor 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the hybrid DFT processor relies on two mutually coherent 

combs and it outputs complex DFT coefficients in a computation free manner. In this chapter 

experiments that directly demonstrate DFT operation of the proposed hybrid DFT processor are 

described. The detailed experimental setup and signal processing techniques will be covered. 

 

Figure. 3-1 Optical DFT scheme for (a) parallel processing and (b) equivalent experimental setup with bandpass 

filter (BPF) and a single coherent detector. OFCs and OFCLO represent signal and LO optical frequency combs. 

MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator. CW: continuous-wave laser. WDM: wavelength demultiplexer. D: coherent 

detector. BPF: optical bandpass filter. 

The optical DFT engine is illustrated in Figure. 3-1. Two phase-locked optical 

parametric combs possessed minimal OSNR in excess of 40 dB and 250 tones were generated 

from a single continuous wave (CW) seed laser possessing a linewidth of 5 kHz that was 
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centered at 1558.9 nm. Signal and LO comb pitch frequencies were 24.98 GHz and 25 GHz, 

respectively, providing for DFT resolution of 20 MHz. The first WDM is used to filter out the 

whole electrical signal spectrum modulated on an individual signal comb tone. The second 

WDM is used to filter out the corresponding LO tone for heterodyne detection. An array of 

coherent detectors D1 to DN, each consisting of a 90-degree hybrid, balanced detectors and an 

ADC, can be used to record the DFT coefficients simultaneously. This scheme is corresponding 

to a parallel demonstration, resulting in real-time DFT computation in parallel. To demonstrate 

the operational principle and measure DFT processor performance without fully populated 

backplane array, the WDM block was replaced by optical tunable bandpass filter and used to 

sweep the band and select corresponding signal-LO tone as shown in Figure. 3-1(b). By 

repeating the receiver stimulus, its operation was characterized using a single coherent detector 

rather than a coherent detector array. 

3.1 Experimental impairments 

To achieve superior performance using the hybrid DFT processor, practical experimental 

impairments must be taken into careful considerations. The most significant system impairments 

include but not limited to I-Q skew, DC offset, receiver imbalance, etc. and they can be 

compensated both in physical and digital domains in this experiment. 

Timing mismatch between the in-phase and quadrature tributaries are also known as the 

IQ skew and it comes from different path length of optical and electrical links. IQ skew can 

significantly degrade the system performance if uncompensated in the coherent receiver[25]. 

Figure. 3-2 illustrates the constellation plot of coherent detection of binary-phase-shifted-key 

(BPSK) modulated signal. In the absence of IQ skew, the symbols are linearly aligned in the 

constellation plane. Here the sampling rate is higher than symbol rate so that the transients 
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between BPSK symbols are also captured. With IQ skew, the symbols are mismatched and 

detection penalty is imposed. The phase rotation of the symbols originates from time-varying 

polarization due to random birefringence. In coherent lightwave communication, several 

algorithms are proposed for IQ skew compensation in digital domain[26], [27]. In this 

experiment, IQ skew mainly comes from the physical pathlength mismatch from I and Q port 

of coherent receivers to ADCs (real-time oscilloscope) and the compensation can be performed 

in physical domain. By modulating a band-limited Gaussian noise signal 𝑤(𝑡) on optical carrier 

and use homodyne detection with the coherent receiver, signals captured from I and Q port can 

be represented as 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝑤(𝑡) cos(𝜙) + 𝑛1(𝑡)  and 𝑄(𝑡) = 𝑤(𝑡 + 𝜏) sin(𝜙) + 𝑛2(𝑡) 

respectively. 𝜙 represents the phase rotation due to optical path length mismatch and 𝜏 is the 

time mismatch or skew delay. Cross-correlation between 𝐼(𝑡) and 𝑄(𝑡) can be computed and 

the corresponding peak position indicates the I-Q skew. Usually the practical skew delay is less 

than a sampling period so that upsampling is required prior to cross-correlation. With the 

estimated I-Q skew, the delay of oscilloscope can be tuned to physically compensate the I-Q 

skew. Otherwise, digital I-Q skew compensation should be taken into consideration.  
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Figure. 3-2 Constellation of BPSK signal without/with I-Q skew. 

DC-offset represents a direct-current offset term for both I and Q port in coherent 

receivers. In the hybrid DFT processor, that means a constant complex bias term added into the 

complex DFT coefficient and has to be subtracted. DC offset is common in direct conversion 

receivers due to mixer leakage, even-order nonlinearity, coupling issues, etc. DC-offset can be 

easily mitigated using pilot symbols. In order to have an accurate estimation of the DC-offset in 

complex plane, pilot symbols are preferred to have a uniform phase distribution over 0 to 2𝜋, 

which is compatible with most current modulation formats such as quadrature amplitude 

modulation (QAM) and phase-shift-key (PSK) modulation. In this experiment, pilot symbols 

have sinusoid waveform and the average value of the digitized symbols can be estimated as DC-

offset.  
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Figure. 3-3 Schematic of a coherent receiver. 

As shown in Figure. 3-3 a 90-degree optical hybrid is a key component to provide phase 

diversity of optical coherent receiver. It mixes the incoming optical signal 𝑠(𝑡) with the local 

oscillator (LO) laser 𝐿𝑂(𝑡)  in such a way that different vectorial additions of LO and the 

incoming signal are obtained. In mathematics, the two pairs of outputs are 
1

√2
𝑠(𝑡) +

1

√2
𝐿𝑂(𝑡) 

and 
1

√2
𝑠(𝑡) −

1

√2
𝐿𝑂(𝑡), 

1

√2
𝑠(𝑡) +

1

√2
𝑗 ⋅  𝐿𝑂(𝑡), 

1

√2
𝑠(𝑡) −

1

√2
𝑗 ⋅ 𝐿𝑂(𝑡). The outputs are sent into 

two balanced photodetectors such that the differential photocurrents are extracted and the 

corresponding electrical signals are 𝑅 (|
1

√2
𝑠(𝑡) +

1

√2
𝐿𝑂(𝑡)|

2

− |
1

√2
𝑠(𝑡) −

1

√2
𝐿𝑂(𝑡)|

2

) = 2𝑅 ⋅

𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙(𝑠(𝑡) ⋅ 𝐿𝑂∗(𝑡))  and 𝑅 (|
1

√2
𝑠(𝑡) +

1

√2
𝑗 ⋅ 𝐿𝑂(𝑡)|

2

− |
1

√2
𝑠(𝑡) −

1

√2
𝑗 ⋅ 𝐿𝑂(𝑡)|

2

) = 2𝑅 ⋅

𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔(𝑠(𝑡) ⋅ 𝐿𝑂∗(𝑡)) respectively where 𝑅 is the responsivity of the photodetectors. So that the 

real and imaginary part of 𝑠(𝑡)𝐿𝑂∗(𝑡) are extracted and captured by two ADCs. The 90-degree 

phase shift is provided by the difference of accumulated optical phase in two paths of the LO 

signal. The optical hybrid is typically constructed using all-fiber or planar waveguide 

technology [28]. And free-space micro-optics-based 90-degree optical hybrid has been 

developed, which is passive and does not need any active control. However, the phase difference 

of two output signals may be deviated from 90-degree when the optical hybrid is imperfect. A 

phase offset from 90-degree is called a conjugate misalignment. Besides, the balanced detection 

uses two sets of balanced detectors and followed amplifiers, resulting in unidentical responsivity. 
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This phenomenon is called quadrature imbalance or simply receiver imbalance. Imbalance of 

coherent receivers causes amplitude and phase errors in captured I and Q data. 

It is shown that the quadrature imbalance can be corrected with digital signal 

processing[29]. Assuming incoming signals with phase 𝜃(𝑡) and AC-coupled photodetectors, 

two received signals can be written as 

 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝑎 ⋅ cos(𝜃(𝑡)), 

𝑄(𝑡) = 𝑏 ⋅ sin (𝜃(𝑡) + 𝜙) 
(3.1) 

where 𝜙 is the conjugate misalignment which is an offset from 90 degrees and 𝐼(𝑡) and 𝑄(𝑡) 

are the in-phase and quadrature signals respectively. Their relationship can be written as 

 𝐼2

𝑎2
−

2𝐼𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜙)

𝑎𝑏
+

𝑄2

𝑏2
− cos2(𝜙) = 0 (3.2) 

In other words, the constellation diagram of the digitized received signals forms an 

ellipse in general and is circular without quadrature imbalance. The quadrature imbalance can 

be compensated with ellipse fitting method which finds the least square ellipse that best fitted 

to the constellation of the digitized received signal[30]. With pilot symbols, the ellipse 

parameters, which are major axis of 2𝑎0, minor axis of 2𝑏0 and the rotation angle of 𝜌  respect 

to 𝐼 axis described in equation (3.2), can be estimated. The corrected 𝐼 and 𝑄 data can then be 

obtained by a simple transformation 

 
𝐼′ =

𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜌) + 𝑄𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜌)

𝑎0
 

𝑄′ =
−𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜌) + 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜌)

𝑏0
 

(3.3) 

In this experiment, a sinusoidal signal generated from signal generator is used as pilots 

and the corresponding compensation is shown in Figure. 3-4. 
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Figure. 3-4 Constellation of a sinusoidal signal before and after imbalance compensation.  

   The optical and electrical link nonlinearity is significant and will be discussed along with 

the experimental results in chapter 3.2. Other practical experimental impairments are also 

critical in many scenarios such as chromatic dispersion, and frequency and phase response 

optical and electrical components but have less impact in this experiment and not discussed in 

detail here. 

3.2 DFT of sinc-shaped signal 

In the first demonstration DFT coefficients of signals with waveform of time-limited 

sinc function were generated. An electrical sinc-shape signal with 50ns duration and 200MHz 

bandwidth centered at 1GHz was generated from an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) and 

amplified by an electrical amplifier. The amplified electrical signal was modulated onto signal 

comb through a Mach-Zehnder modulator biased at null-point for subsequent DFT computation. 

Significant degradation due to two kinds of link nonlinearity was observed in this 

experiment. The first nonlinearity originates from the nonlinear response of the electrical 

amplifier. An amplifier is an analog system that takes a small amplitude signal as an input and 

produces a large amplitude signal as output. When signals have large amplitude and are 

modulated on optical carriers, the optical signal has higher optical power and higher optical 
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signal to noise ratio, improving the signal to noise ratio (SNR) after photodetection. However, 

the amplification is generally nonlinear, especially for large input signals, causing distortion and 

sidebands. The second nonlinearity originates from the nonlinear transfer function of MZM 

modulators. MZM is generally built with LiNbO3 waveguides with a push-pull configuration. 

When applying voltage 𝑉(𝑡) on an MZM, the output field is expressed as 

 𝐸(𝑡) = 𝐸0sin (𝜅𝑉(𝑡) + 𝜙𝑏) (3.4) 

where 𝐸0  is the field of input light source, 𝜙𝑏  is the bias and 𝜅  is related to modulation 

efficiency. When biased at null point, 𝜙𝑏 is approximately 0 such that the transfer function is 

sinusoidal as shown in Figure. 3-5. This transfer function is nonlinear and only approximately 

linear in a limited input voltage range where 𝑉 is small. However, when the input voltage is 

small, the output optical power is weak, resulting in limited signal power and signal to noise 

ratio and hindering the photodetection performance.  

 

Figure. 3-5 Transfer function of an MZM modulator biased at null point. Red line is the desired linear transfer 

function. 

The tradeoff between optical signal power and nonlinearity can be circumvented by 

predistortion of the input signal. In this experiment digital predistortion was used to mitigate 

nonlinear system transfer functions including but not limited to amplifier nonlinearity and 
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modulator nonlinearity. The objective is to generate a predistorted waveform 𝑠𝑝(𝑡) from AWG 

such that the coherent detected signal is desired 𝑠(𝑡) after going through a nonlinear system 𝐹(⋅

), i.e. 𝑠(𝑡) ≈  𝐹(𝑠𝑝(𝑡)). The coherent detection scheme is shown in Figure. 3-6. With an initial 

input 𝑠(𝑡) the output of coherent detection is 𝐹(𝑠(𝑡)). By normalization and synchronization, 

the result 𝑦(𝑡) was compared to 𝑠(𝑡) and the difference 𝑦(𝑡) − 𝑠(𝑡) was feedback to AWG to 

generate a predistorted version of 𝑠(𝑡) , which was 𝑠𝑝
(1)

(𝑡), such that the mean square error 

between corresponding output 𝑦(1)(𝑡) and 𝑠(𝑡) is reduced. The superscript indicates number of 

iterations. Many off-the-shelf algorithms are available and can be applied for high performance 

nonlinearity mitigation[31]. If the difference 𝑦(1)(𝑡) − 𝑠(𝑡) is above threshold then it was fed 

back for better predistortion performance. This process was iterated multiple times until the 

output is sufficiently close to the desired signal 𝑠(𝑡).  

 

Figure. 3-6 Scheme of digital predistortion. The green triangle is an electrical amplifier. 

In this experiment, the time-limited sinc-shape waveform was predistorted such that after 

coherent detection, a sinc-shape waveform is guaranteed. Figure. 3-7 illustrates the signal 

waveform and spectrum with and without predistortion and the system output of the predistorted 

signal matches the ideal signal well. The sidelobes due to distortions are significantly reduced 
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by more than 20dB. Other than digital predistortion, analog predistortion techniques are 

applicable for compensating nonlinearity from amplifiers and modulators [32], [33] but not 

adopted here due to hardware complexity. 

 

Figure. 3-7 Waveform and spectrum of a time-limited sinc-shaped signal with and without predistortion. 

With digital predistortion, the predistorted time-limited sinc-shaped signal was 

generated by a 10 GS/s AWG as an electrical input signal for DFT computation. At the receiver, 

a 50 GS/s ADC was digitally filtered down to 20 MHz to get the DC term of the detected signal. 

However, it has to be emphasized that a minimum of 20 MS/s ADC is sufficient to capture 

output data, which is far below full utilization of current ADC. The spectrum recovered with the 

hybrid DFT processor is shown in Figure. 3-8 and the experimental results match the ideal 

spectrum well, validating the DFT operation of the proposed hybrid DFT processor. 
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Figure. 3-8 Spectrum recovery of the hybrid DFT processor for time-limited sinc-shape waveform. 

3.3 DFT of BPSK signals  

The performance characterization of the hybrid DFT processor can be extended to BPSK 

signals. A 25-bit-long raised cosine filtered binary sequence at 0.5 Gbps with 200MHz 

bandwidth, was generated by a 10 GS/s arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) as an electrical 

input signal for DFT computation. The 25-point recovered DFT spectrum is shown in Figure. 

3-9(b). The DFT engine output was actually a set of complex DFT coefficients (Figure. 3-9(c)), 

which is useful for advanced signal processing like convolution and filtering. In summary, the 

experimental data matched the ideal DFT results and a 25-point DFT at 500 Million-DFT-point 

per second throughput is achieved requiring slow, 20 MS/s ADCs. The mismatch at isolated 

points was attributed to non-ideal phase recovery and residual nonlinear effects.  
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Figure. 3-9 DFT computation of BPSK signal. (a) Input binary sequence of raised cosine shape. Red circle denotes 

the 25 points for DFT calculation. (b) Recovered 25-point DFT spectrum and (c) complex DFT coefficients. 

 

3.4 Summary 

A comb-assisted discrete Fourier transform processor is demonstrated for time-limited 

sinc-shaped signals and BPSK signals and their performance are characterized. The 

experimental implementation and practical experimental impairments have been discussed 

thoroughly. In principle, the new DFT processor poses significant advantages over the existing 

photonic-assisted Fourier transform scheme in terms of flexibility and precision. Moreover, this 

processor has the potential to circumvent the performance-dissipation limit of current all-

electronic DFT processors and operate with combined high throughput, higher precision and 

lower power consumption.  

Chapter 3, in part, is a reprint of the materials as it appears in Optical Fiber 

Communication Conference (2017) titled “Comb-assisted real-time Discrete Fourier Transform 

processor” authored by Huan Hu, Daniel Esman, Vahid Ataie, Eduardo Temprana, Bill Kuo, 

Nikola Alic and Stojan Radic. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and the 

primary author of this article. 
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Chapter 4 Hybrid Broadband OFDM receiver 

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a widely used signaling format 

in wireless communication and ultra-wideband radio-frequency applications. An OFDM 

transceiver relies on DFT processor that matches both the resolution and the bandwidth of the 

wireless link. A conventional wide-band OFDM receiver necessarily relies on high-speed analog 

to digital converters (ADC) followed by a Fourier processing core. Both fundamental and 

practical ADC considerations that include bandwidth-resolution tradeoff, impose strict limits on 

high precision digitization of the wideband OFDM signal. In addition to the quantization barrier, 

computational complexity of high-speed DFT processor leads to high dissipation levels in 

conventional receivers. This chapter demonstrates an alternative OFDM receiver architecture 

that eliminates the need for high-speed ADC and digital DFT processor. The new design is based 

on hybrid, opto-electronic DFT processor, capable of generating DFT coefficients of wideband 

radio-frequency (RF) signal in real-time.  

The basic concept of OFDM is introduced first in this chapter. Then a novel OFDM 

receiver architecture relying on dual-comb assisted DFT processor is discussed in 4.2. To 

characterize the performance of the proposed DFT processor, reconstruction and demodulation 

of signals with pulse-position-modulation (PPM) are discussed in chapter 4.3. In chapter 4.4 the 

OFDM receiver is demonstrated by demodulation of a 4-QAM OFDM signal with 60 subcarriers 

positioned within 4 GHz - 15.8 GHz band and separated by 200MHz. When used as OFDM 

receiver, the novel receiver suffered from phase noise due to residual phase noise of mutually 

coherent combs. In chapter 4.5, three methods are proposed for phase noise compensation and 

the corresponding receiver performance are discussed. 
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4.1 Principles of OFDM 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a multicarrier transmission 

technology for high data rate communication system. The OFDM concept is based on spreading 

high-speed data to be transmitted over several low rate carriers. The carriers are orthogonal to 

each other and frequency spacing between them are created by using the Fast Fourier transform 

(FFT). 

OFDM originates from Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM), in which the total 

bandwidth available in a communication medium is divided into a series of non-overlapping 

frequency bands, each of which is used to carry a separate signal. In FDM, the channels are 

placed sufficiently far apart so that the signal spectra do not overlap, and the resulting spectral 

efficiency is very low as compared with OFDM. FDM is first utilized to carry high-rate signals 

by converting the serial high-rate signal into parallel low bit streams. Such a parallel 

transmission scheme is costly to build when compared with high-rate single carrier scheme. On 

the other hand, high-rate single carrier scheme is more susceptible to inter-symbol interference 

(ISI). This is due to the short duration of the signal and higher distortion by its wider frequency 

band as compared with the long duration signal and narrow bandwidth subchannels in the 

parallel system.  

OFDM is a multi-carrier modulation technique where data symbols are transmitted over 

a parallel collection of regularly spaced subcarriers, similar to FDM. However, the subcarriers 

have the minimum frequency separation required to maintain orthogonality of their 

corresponding time domain waveforms, yet the signal spectra corresponding to the different 

subcarrier overlap in frequency. The overlap of frequency results in efficient use of the available 
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bandwidth with much higher bandwidth efficiency than FDM, where a comparison is depicted 

in Figure. 4-1.  

 

Figure. 4-1 A comparison between FDM and OFDM. 

OFDM is simple to use on channels that exhibit time delay spread or, equivalently, 

frequency selectivity and has developed into a popular scheme for wideband digital 

communication, used in applications such as digital television and audio broadcasting, wireless 

networks and 4G/5G mobile communications. 

The basic block diagram of OFDM transmission system is shown in Figure. 4-2 [34]. A 

block of binary bit streams is mapped to 𝑁 data symbols {𝑠𝑘, 𝑘 = 0, 1,… , 𝑁 − 1} from an 

appropriate signal constellation such as quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) in parallel. 

The OFDM modulation is implemented as an 𝑁-point inverse discrete Fourier transfer (IDFT) 

on the block of 𝑁 data symbols followed by a DAC. In practice, the IDFT can be implemented 

with the computationally efficient inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT). The IDFT of the data 

block is 
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𝑆𝑛 = ∑ 𝑠𝑘exp (
𝑗2𝜋𝑛𝑘

𝑁
)

𝑁−1

𝑘=0

, 𝑛 = 0, 1,… , 𝑁 − 1 (4.1) 

yielding the time-domain sequence {𝑆𝑛 , 𝑛 = 0, 1,… ,𝑁 − 1}. To mitigate the effect of 

ISI caused by channel delay spread, each block of 𝑁 IFFT coefficients is typically preceded by 

a cyclic prefix, which is a replicate of the last several IFFT coefficients, or a guard interval such 

that the total duration of each OFDM symbol is greater than the channel length. The cyclic prefix 

or guard interval is useful for implementing time and frequency synchronization functions in  

the receiver, however, it results in a power and bandwidth penalty and can be eliminated in some 

specially designed OFDM implementations[35]. The resulting OFDM symbols are input to a 

digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to generate OFDM waveform. In many applications, such as 

wireless communication, the generated waveform is mixed with a carrier signal and upconverted 

to the desired transmission frequency band. 
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Figure. 4-2 Block diagram of OFDM transmission system. S/P: serial to parallel conversion. P/S: parallel to serial 

conversion. D/A: digital to analog conversion. A/D: analog to digital conversion.  

At the receiver, the received signal is down-converted to baseband and sampled by an 

analog-to-digital converter (ADC). If guard interval is used, samples received during guard 

interval are discarded. Then the demodulation process is performed by converting each block of 

𝑁 received samples to the frequency domain using DFT and mostly implemented as FFT. When 

duration of each OFDM symbol is greater than the channel length, the received sequence is the 

linear convolution of the transmitted sequence of IFFT coefficients with the discrete-time 

channel. As a result, the effects of the ISI are completely and easily removed in frequency 

domain. Each of the 𝑁 frequency domain samples is processed with a simple one-tap Frequency 

Domain Equalizer (FDE), which simply multiplies each FFT coefficient by a complex scalar, to 

recover the data symbols. The transmitted bit streams are then recovered using the same 

mapping. 
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4.2 OFDM receiver architecture 

The key technology for current and future OFDM communication systems and UWB RF 

applications is the high-rate, high-precision DFT processor capable of mapping digitized 

waveform to Fourier domain in real-time. Currently, DFT is implemented in the form of FPGAs 

and ASICs platforms. However, the conventional, all-electronic OFDM receivers face both 

fundamental and practical challenges as discussed in chapter 1.1. Firstly, silicon DFT processor 

faces computation limit inherent with maximal transistor density, imposed by quantum and 

thermal effects [2]. Secondly, in addition to a need for fast DFT processors, wideband OFDM 

receiver requires a high-rate ADC, which imposes basic dissipation limitations and requires a 

tradeoff between speed and quantization precision[3]. To circumvent these two challenges the 

hybrid DFT processor with dual combs that have been discussed and demonstrated in Chapter 

3. However, due to resources limitation, a single coherent receiver and optical tunable filters 

were used such that the parallel operation has not been truly demonstrated.  This section 

describes a new hybrid DFT processor of sample-and-hold topology, operating in parallel and 

serving as the core of the proposed new OFDM receiver. 

 

Figure. 4-3 Scheme of the hybrid DFT Processor. OFCs and OFCLO are signal and LO optical frequency combs, 

respectively. I/Q: IQ optical modulator. MZM: Mach-Zehnder Modulator. WDM: Wavelength division multiplexer. 

S/H: Sample-and-hold circuit. ADC: Analog to digital converter. Each digitization block consists of 12 sample-

and-hold units and a single ADC. 
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The topology of a hybrid DFT processor is illustrated in Figure. 4-3. The performance 

of DFT processor relies on generating mutually coherent combs with sufficiently high power, 

high OSNR, frequency stability, and tone pitch tunability. Two coherently coupled optical 

frequency combs (OFCS and OFCLO) with OSNR of 50 dB were generated from single 

continuous wave (CW) seed laser centered at 1549.3nm with shock wave engineering, which 

has been introduced in chapter 2.3.  The signal and LO pitch were chosen to be 49.8 GHz and 

50 GHz respectively, corresponding to DFT resolution of 200 MHz. The frequency tones of 

optimal performance fall into the spectral range spanning the seeding tone and the optical comb 

spectrum is shown in Figure. 4-4. The spectral ripple within the range is less than 1dB. In order 

to have highly coherent, flat and stable tones in the desired frequency range of DFT operation, 

The LO comb is up-converted by 8 GHz with an In-Phase Quadrature-Phase (IQ) optical 

modulator to accommodate with desired 4 GHz to 15.8 GHz frequency range of DFT operation, 

corresponding to 60 tones spanning from 1541.3 nm to 1565.3 nm.  

 

Figure. 4-4 Spectrum of signal OFC. The spectral resolution is 0.02 nm. 

Signal copies were generated by modulating all comb tones by a Mach-Zehnder 

modulator (MZM), biased at null point. A single 90° hybrid was used to combine all signal 
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copies and LO carriers onto sub-rate coherent detection plane. 50 GHz pitched WDM was used 

to route signal-LO pairs corresponding to each DFT bin onto corresponding detection element. 

A balanced detector array (120 balanced detectors) converts each signal-LO optical tributary to 

real and imaginary terms of complex DFT coefficients.   

Instead of using a fully populated backplane (120 ADCs), ten outputs of 12-block 

coherent detectors were multiplexed into a single ADC operating at 500 MS/s via sample-and-

hold stage, followed by 12:1 multiplexer. As a consequence, simultaneously generated DFT 

coefficients are simultaneously digitized and buffered within the hold stage until sampled by the 

output ADC. This is fundamentally different than the architecture used in Chapter 3. The 

sampling process can be viewed in terms of sequential switching of a single ADC to 12 hold 

circuits in order to acquire 6 complex DFT coefficients. Ten ADCs were parallelized to capture 

full complement of 60 coefficients within 5 ns long reception window. The receiver window 

was opened periodically, defined by the hold time (500ns). Consequently, a 5ns long optical 

gate was used to modulate LO comb, allowing for effective heterodyne detection within the 

reception window. During each 5ns reception window, buffered analog signal from each block 

of 12 balanced detectors was quantized by ADC and DFT coefficients are streamed to the offline 

DSP. A potential concern with described setup is that the modulator bias point is sensitive to 

carrier wavelength excursion which, when coupled with constant bias configuration would 

impose receiver penalty. However, the architecture shown here is specifically designed to 

minimize this effect, and no measurable impairment was observed [36]. First, the shifted null-

point bias voltage of a signal tone yields a constant electric field term on the modulated signal, 

allowing for simple backplane compensation. Second, when the shifted bias voltage exceeds the 

linear modulation region, the signal should be attenuated to avoid distortion, requiring higher 
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OSNR[37], [38] and higher power per carrier. Recognizing these requirements, both combs 

generated through shockwave mixing were engineered with high OSNR (50 dB) and power per 

tone (0 dBm) well above receiver sensitivity, allowing for a simple signal equalization.  

4.3 PPM signal demodulation 

In the first demonstration of the receiver operation, 8-PPM signal was generated from a 

pattern generator at 600 Mbps and decoded by the hybrid architecture described above. The bit 

sequence was synchronized with the 5ns optical gate and then up-converted to 8 GHz, amplified 

and modulated onto the signal comb. The first 16 symbols were used for calibration, with power 

and phase equalization applied [29]. When time-domain signal is real-valued, its Fourier 

transform is conjugate-symmetric in spectral domain. Consequently, for each received symbol, 

assuming that the signal spectral power density below 4 GHz is negligible, 60 retrieved DFT 

coefficients are sufficient to recover the time-domain signal with an equivalent sampling rate of 

32 GS/s. 
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Figure. 4-5 (a) Recovered complex DFT coefficients from 6.8 GHz to 9.6 GHz of 503 identical symbols (blue dots). 

Red circle shows the DFT coefficients of the transmitted symbol. (b) Comparison of transmitted and DFT recovered 

waveform of a single symbol and (c) 20 symbols which has random pulse positions. (d) BER performance from 

experiments and simulation. 

In the first set of experiments, each symbol had an identical pulse position and was 

expected to have DFT coefficients that do not vary during the reception. The performance of the 

hybrid DFT processor was then characterized by comparing DFT coefficients of the PPM 

channel recovered by the DFT processor to the calculated (ideal) DFT coefficients of the 

transmitted signal. For each of the received 503 symbols, 15 out of 60 DFT coefficients with the 

largest magnitude, located within 6.8 GHz - 9.6 GHz band, are plotted in Figure. 4-5 (a) (blue 

dots); distinct clusters indicate DFT coefficients at separate frequencies. Each cluster is close to 

the ideal DFT coefficients, indicating accurate DFT coefficient capture by the hybrid DFT 
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processor. As an example, a randomly selected symbol recovered from the captured DFT 

coefficients, closely matches the transmitted signal directly digitized by a real-time oscilloscope 

with 20 GHz bandwidth (Figure. 4-5 (b)), demonstrating the ability for high speed, high 

precision sampling using only sub-rate ADC and sub-optimal sample-and-hold backplane.  

In the second experiment, 8-PPM symbols, with has a random pulse position, were 

transmitted at different noise levels and recovered from captured DFT coefficients using the 

hybrid processor. Figure. 4-5 (c) shows a comparison between transmitted and recovered 

waveform of the first 20 symbols at the SNR of 8.9 dB. The performance was further 

characterized by demodulating the PPM signal and measuring bit error rate (BER), as shown in 

Figure. 4-5 (d). The recovered waveforms are down converted to the baseband and low-pass 

filtered, with each bit demodulated by searching the peak position of the recovered pulse. The 

BER performance was evaluated by demodulating 42240 symbols at varied SNR levels (Figure. 

4-5 (d)). As a comparison, idealized simulations (distortion-free modulator, receiver and ideal 

optical carrier) were carried out by adding band-limited Gaussian noise (3.9 GHz to 15.9 GHz) 

to the measured transmitted signal and repeated the same demodulation process to make the 

simulation as close to experiments. When compared to the simulated BER, the experiment 

showed a 5.4 dB penalty to maintain the same BER level in the high SNR region and a higher 

degradation in the low SNR region. Performance degradation with respect to idealized 

transceiver is easily accounted by recognizing the specifics of the experimental implementation. 

Firstly, the electronics backplane including transimpedance amplifiers (TIAs) and sample-and-

hold circuits added additional noise in the DFT coefficients acquisition. Secondly, the phase 

noise that accompanied signal-LO tone pairs distorted the signal phase recovery. While, in 

principle, the spectral linewidth should be conserved for each tone [39] during the parametric 
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comb generation, the residual phase noise scales with tone orders in four-wave mixing process, 

when implementation does not incorporate noise-inhibition techniques. As a result, high order 

tones will be more noisy than the central ones, leading to higher inaccuracy of the captured DFT 

coefficients. It must be emphasized that this inaccuracy originated from the fluctuation of phase 

difference between a signal-LO tone pair rather than individual phase information of a single 

tone. Consequently, the phase difference was directly measured by directly beating signal comb 

and LO comb. The quadratic scaling of phase noise variance indicated linear scaling of the phase 

noise[40], [41]. Consequently, the phase noise cannot be neglected in OFDM receiver that 

makes full use of all available subcarriers and the phase noise compensation methods, either in 

physical or DSP domain must be considered. The latter type of compensation is discussed in 

chapter 4.5. 

4.4 OFDM signal demodulation 

Motivated by the fact that the new hybrid DFT processor directly generates the Fourier 

coefficients in a parallel manner, during the second demonstration OFDM-encoded signal 

reception was considered. Specifically, it was demonstrated by demodulation of 4-QAM OFDM 

signal with 60 subcarriers spaced at 200 MHz (from 4 GHz to 15.8 GHz). OFDM signal was 

generated using by 64 GS/s Digital-to-Analog converter (DAC) with 8-bit resolution and digital 

pre-compensation was applied to equalize RF power across all subcarriers. Additionally, white 

Gaussian noise was physically injected to the OFDM signal before detection to emulate target 

SNR at the receiver. A variable electrical attenuator was used to attenuate the noise power so 

that the SNR condition can be changed accordingly. The signal was captured during 5ns-long 

window every 500 ns and gated with the pulse that combined LO comb and signal paths. While 

no cyclic prefix is added to the OFDM signal, the receiver remained compatible with 
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conventional OFDM signals with cyclic prefix: it is merely sufficient to filter the prefix in time 

domain before performing physically assisted DFT decomposition. For each channel, 8000 

symbols were captured and post-processed. After power and phase equalization [29], the outputs 

of DFT processor were used to reconstruct the transmitted symbols of a 4-QAM signal. 

Phase noise causes significant performance degradation in OFDM systems by inducing 

common phase error (CPE) and intercarrier interference (ICI). The CPE term represents the 

common rotation of the whole constellation in the complex plane, while the ICI term is usually 

modeled as Wiener or Gaussian process, either by free-running local oscillators or phase-lock-

loops. Multiple methods have been proposed to compensate the phase noise in either wireless 

[42]–[44] or optical communications [45]–[47]. However, the phase noise in hybrid OFDM 

receiver differs from the conventional OFDM receiver due to the specific physical process 

behind the noise generation in a parametric comb. Consequently to simplify performance 

analysis of the comb-assisted OFDM receiver, time and frequency synchronization are achieved 

in advance and minimal channel fading was held during all measurements. In the hybrid DFT 

processor, the phase decorrelation between selected pair of tones will add excess phase noise to 

the detected OFDM symbol and will necessarily degrade the overall channel performance such 

that phase noise compensation is required. 

4.5 Phase noise characteristics 

Apart from the proposed OFDM receiver, phase noise of the individual tone of an OFC 

is a critical concern since it is detrimental to system coherence for applications based on dual 

coherent OFCs architecture such as precise ranging[48], spectroscopy[49] and signal 

processing[50]. The frequency of the 𝑛-th order tone from the comb can be represented as 𝑓𝑛 =

𝑓0 + 𝑛 ⋅ ∆𝑓 where ∆𝑓 is the frequency pitch and 𝑓0 is the frequency of the seeding (master) laser 
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oscillator. The phase noise in dual OFCs originates from laser source and radio-frequency (RF) 

drivers[51], replicated to the new carriers defined by the seed 𝑓0  and pitch frequency ∆𝑓 

respectively. To minimize phase noise transferred from the seed laser, OFC construction relies 

on low linewidth emitters. In dual comb applications, these requirements can be relaxed by 

generating Verniered combs mastered by a single laser source[24]. Similarly, to suppress carrier 

replication of phase noise from RF oscillators, it is necessary to rely on low phase noise RF 

components. However, any physically realizable RF component generates noise level that can 

be detrimental[52], since phase noise scales with increasing mode number[53], ultimately 

limiting practical use of OFC with high tone count. 

In principle, the linewidth of a single parametric comb generated through shockwave 

engineering is preserved across all tones when high phase correlation between the beating tones 

is maintained [39]. However, residual phase decorrelation occurs in a dual-comb scheme 

because of multiple mechanisms that include, but are not limited to phase noise from the RF 

source used to generate the 50 GHz and 49.8 GHz carrier and 8 GHz up-conversion frequency, 

the path length mismatch between two comb paths and electronics backplane distortions 

originating from TIAs and sample-and-hold circuits. Unless the coherency across both combs is 

strictly controlled, the first term can become significant because the cascaded FWM process 

may lead to scaling of phase noise in the higher-order tone generation. The second term leads 

to the slow path-length variations in the fiber waveguide but can be easily eliminated. The third 

mechanism can lead to phase decorrelation and could be minimized by matching ADC and TIA 

performance with the photonic end of the processor. 
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Figure. 4-6 (a) Correlation matrix of phase noise over all 60 channels. (b) Variance of phase noise of each channel 

indicates a quadratic scaling over comb mode order. Channel 21 corresponds to the zero-order comb mode. Phase 

noise was measured at 19.8 dB SNR condition. 

The phase coherence of dual-comb has been studied before and matches the theoretical 

predictions[54]. The analysis of dual-comb topology that relies on shockwave engineering and 

subsequent tonal correlation is extended here. The phase of the 𝑛-th tone of two combs can be 

represented as 𝜃𝑛
(𝑖)

= 𝜓0
(𝑖)

+ 𝑛 ⋅ 𝜙(𝑖), 𝑖 = 1 or 2 [53] where 𝜓 is the phase term originates from 

the seed laser and 𝜙 originates from RF components. When two combs are generated using a 

single seed laser, 𝜓0
(1)

≈ 𝜓0
(2)

. However due to aforementioned residual phase noise terms, the 

phase of the beating term of these two comb line is (𝜓0
(1)

− 𝜓0
(2)

) + 𝑛 ⋅ (𝜙(1) − 𝜙(2)), which is 

linear over comb mode order with an additive noise term. The calculated correlation matrix of 

the phase term is shown in Figure. 4-6(a) and the phase variance is shown in Figure. 4-6(b). In 

this experiment, the 21st channel corresponds to the zero-order comb mode. The correlation 

matrix pattern and the quasi-quadratic scaling of phase variance match well with previous 

reports on optical combs generated from cascaded modulators[54], validating the linear relation 

between phase noise and comb mode order with parametric combs generated through 
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shockwave engineering. To the best of the author’s knowledge, it represents the first such study 

of noise inhibition in parametric combs generated by shockwave engineering. 

4.6 Phase noise compensation 

Phase noise suppression is essential for radio-frequency (RF) photonics utilizing high 

fidelity combs[50], [55]. While a variety of phase noise compensation approaches have been 

proposed in physical domain such as feedforward[56] and feedback[57] architectures, the 

complexity and computational cost of these implementations proved challenging in practical 

applications. Alternatively, phase estimation in digital domain was explored since it relaxed the 

requirement of tight phase-locking. The latter is one of the primary reasons for its widespread 

use in carrier phase estimation in lightwave communication systems [58], [59]. 

Conventional phase estimation is performed in a channel-by-channel manner. A single-

channel phase estimation typically applies a time-averaging filter on the estimated phase to 

remove the effects of additive noise. One of the most common and simplest phase estimation 

algorithms is Viterbi-Viterbi (V-V) algorithm, suitable for M-ary phase shift keying (M-PSK) 

modulation and recently with M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) when 

combined with PSK-partitioning techniques[60].  

The phase noise is usually modeled as Wiener process. For 4-QAM modulated signals, 

V-V algorithm raises the received symbol to fourth power, estimates the common phase offset 

by taking average over a block of symbols, and unwrap the phase. The resulting phase 𝜙 is then 

divided by a factor of 4 and is the estimated phase in the middle of the block. Since 𝜙 is retrieved 

after phase unwrapping, it has multiple of 2𝜋 ambiguity and the final phase estimation has a 

phase ambiguity of multiple 𝑝𝑖/2, which is called cycle slip. When phase noise is relatively 

large, the estimated phase has a high probability to suffer cycle slip. 
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The error due to cycle slip can be compensated by applying differential encoding of 

transmitted symbols, however, accompanied by coding penalty[61]. Cycle slip correction 

techniques were proposed[62] with a sliding average filter, but only applicable in low noise 

conditions. Other phase estimation methods, such as feedforward filtering[46] and blind phase 

search (BPS) algorithm[63] then proposed for improved estimation accuracy but significantly 

increased the computation complexity. Joint phase estimation methods were also proposed for 

multichannel phase estimation by applying BPS over all channels[64] with a decrease in 

computation cost for each channel. Unfortunately, even with these, the overall computation cost 

was not acceptable in practical receivers with high bandwidths.  

Motivated by the fact that the phase noise on different channels are highly correlated, 

three low-complexity phase noise compensation algorithms, i.e. sequential nulling method, pilot 

channel method and two-stage joint phase noise compensation method, are proposed to suppress 

phase noise for the hybrid OFDM receiver. The corresponding principles and performance 

characterized by error-vector-magnitude are described as follows.   

4.6.1 Sequential nulling method 

In case when 4QAM modulation format is used, the degradation of the phase noise can 

be mitigated by applying M-th power algorithm (also known as Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm) [65]. 

However, in the proposed sub-sampling scheme, the system pauses for 500 ns until the next 

DFT sample window capture so that the continuous phase drift estimation may encounter 

unwrapping errors. Fortunately, the fact that the major phase noise is seeded by the FWM 

process suggests that the phase noise on different channels should be highly correlated, 

especially for neighboring channels. Motivated by this fact, one can directly estimate the phase 

error of a specific channel with the phase error of a neighboring channel. For example, the 
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knowledge of the exact phase error ∆𝜃(59) on the 59th channel, allows subtraction ∆𝜃(59) from 

the phase of 60th channel removal of decoding penalty, as shown in Figure. 4-7 (a). While 

retrieving the exact phase error of a symbol imprinted onto high order tones might pose the 

challenge, it is easy to recognize that a reference tone (seeding master tone) possesses minimal 

phase noise, allowing for sequential phase error estimation for all subsequent channels. Without 

backplane suppression of the phase noise, hybrid receiver construction should incorporate 

physical suppression of phase noise scaling. 

 

Figure. 4-7 Constellation of the 60th (15.8 GHz) channel before (left) and after (right) phase noise compensation 

with phase error on the 59th channel. (b) EVM of all 60 channels before and after phase noise compensation in a 

sequential nulling process. 

In this example, the process was initiated with the seeding channel, i.e. 8 GHz channel 

(21st out of 60 channels of the receiver), and the phase error ∆�̂�(21) was estimated by mapping 

detected symbols to the closest modulation constellation. The common phase error (CPE) term 
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was compensated using 8 pilot symbols. Subsequently, ∆�̂�(21) was subtracted from the observed 

phase of 22nd channel 𝜃(22) and the modified symbols with phase 𝜃(22) − ∆�̂�(21) were then 

mapped to the closest modulation constellation to estimate the phase error ∆�̂�(22). An identical 

process was repeated for all 60 channels and the same technique can be used for descending 

channel count down to the 1st channel. Figure. 4-7 (b) showed significant EVM reduction for 

all high order channels after phase noise compensation in the case when no additional white 

Gaussian noise was injected. 

The inherent advantage of the phase noise compensation scheme described here is that 

only few pilots are required (8 out of 8000 symbols act as pilots) implying the ability to maintain 

low latency and low overhead. It is noted that only low complexity computational operations, 

phase detection and subtraction, are required. However, the phase noise compensation still 

represents a sequential nulling process that allows for incorrect phase error estimation to 

propagate over all subsequent channels. This estimation error can be severe at higher-order 

channels or, when estimates are poor, correspond to the low SNR condition. To improve the 

accuracy of phase error estimation, it is beneficial to apply additional phase recovery algorithms 

akin to M-th power method before extracting the phase error used for the subsequent channel. 

4.6.2 Pilot channels method 

Alternatively, similar to a traditional OFDM scheme, all symbols in selected channels 

served as pilots to improve phase recovery performance. As explained before, the phase noise 

on different channels should be highly correlated through FWM process so that a simple linear 

estimator could efficiently estimate phase error on each channel with the information of pilot 

channels. 
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More importantly, the phase error at the receiver end did not rely on the received signal 

logic state, implying that the linear estimator can be trained prior to the operation, thus greatly 

reducing the required computation load during real-time demodulation. In this experiment, the 

first (4 GHz) and the last channel (15.8 GHz) were selected as pilot channels and a linear 

estimator can be constructed as ∆�̂� = �̂� ∙ ∆𝚯𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑡 from an approximate linear model: 

 

∆𝚯 = 𝐴 ∙ ∆𝚯𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑡 + 𝜺, ∆𝚯𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑡 = [
∆𝜃(1)

∆𝜃(60)

1

] (4.2) 

where ∆𝚯 = [ ∆𝜃(2), ∆𝜃(3), … , ∆𝜃(59)]𝑇 is an array of phase error on the 2nd channel to the 59th 

channel, 𝐴 is a 58×3 matrix to transform phase noise on pilot channels to objective channels 

and 𝜺 is a noise term. �̂� was an estimate of 𝐴 and was calculated in advance with least square 

method from 8000 training symbols in the case of SNR = 19.8 dB.  

The performance of the comb-assisted OFDM receiver is characterized by EVM 

measurement. For 4-QAM modulated signal, accompanied by the white Gaussian noise, the 

theoretical EVM performance can be directly calculated as [66]: 

 
𝐸𝑉𝑀 ≈ √1

𝑆𝑁𝑅⁄  
(4.3) 

If all channels have the same SNR, the average EVM of all channels share the same relationship. 

As a comparison, back-to-back measurements were performed by directly quantizing and 

demodulating the OFDM signal with real-time oscilloscope possessing 20 GHz physical 

bandwidth and calculated the average EVM of all channels (Figure. 4-8). An excellent 

agreement between back-to-back measurement and theory verified the need for SNR 

equalization for each channel. With phase noise compensation described here, EVM of each 

channel was calculated by demodulating 8000 symbols and the average EVM of all channels 

was plotted in Figure. 4-8 for different noise levels. At high SNR region, the comb-assisted 
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receiver has roughly 3.6 dB penalty, when compared to ideal-receiver model. As SNR was 

decreased, the EVM performance with sequential nulling phase compensation worsened 

significantly due to higher probability of propagating incorrect phase error estimates over 

subsequent channels, allowing symbol errors to accumulate. With two channel pilots and pre-

trained linear estimator, the phase noise were well compensated and EVM dropped entirely, in 

contrast to the sequential nulling method. Consequently, it is recognized that the residual SNR 

penalty of the OFDM receiver originated from the electronics backplane including TIAs and 

sample-and-hold circuits. 

 

Figure. 4-8 Error vector magnitude of comb-assisted OFDM receiver with sequential nulling method and pilot 

channels method compared to a back-to-back measurement and theory. 

4.6.3 Joint compensation method 

The previous phase estimation methods, blind (sequential nulling method) and pilot-

aided (pilot channels method), were both proposed by exploring the correlation of phase noise 

of each channel. However, blind phase estimation, though at low computation cost, failed at low 
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signal-to-noise ratio due to accumulated phase noise at high order tones. Pilot-aided phase 

estimation required at least two pilot channels, decreasing transmission rate and induced 

additional complexity due to pilot arrangement and linear estimator construction. In this section, 

a two-stage phase estimation scheme applicable to variable SNR conditions and without reliance 

on pilot channels is proposed. 

Due to quadratic phase noise scaling (Figure. 4-6 (b)) over comb mode order, the simple 

V-V algorithm failed due to cycle slips when using high order tones. Recognizing the fact that 

the phase noise of all channels are correlated, especially for high order comb mode channels 

Figure. 4-6 (a)), here a two-stage joint phase estimation algorithm is proposed to correct cycle 

slip as shown in Figure. 4-9 (a). 

 

Figure. 4-9 (a) two stage joint phase estimation scheme. ∆𝜃�̂� represents the phase noise estimation of 𝑖-th channel. 

(b) phase noise estimation of a symbol over all 60 channels. Blue line is phase estimated by Viterbi-Viterbi (V-V) 

and red line is estimated with V-V with cycle slip correction (V-V CSC). The yellow curve represents the true 

phase error for that symbol. 

In the first stage, simple V-V algorithm was applied on each channel to estimate the 

phase noise. For low order channels, phase noise was small such that the probability of cycle 

slip is extremely low. For high order channels, since the phase noise scales quasi quadratically, 

cycle slip occurred at high probability. Figure. 4-9 (b) illustrates the phase noise of a specific 
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symbol suffered from cycle slip after applying V-V phase estimation (blue line). However, since 

phase noise are highly correlated, the true phase noise indicated a quasi-linear function of 

channel number. Therefore in the second stage, the estimated phase noise generated from the 

first stage was directly unwrapped. But unlike common phase unwrapping methods, the 

unwrapping starting at 21st channel, i.e. the channel with lowest phase noise. Specifically, 

estimated phase noise was unwrapped from channel 21 to channel 1 and channel 21 to channel 

60 respectively and the two unwrapped phase noise estimation were concatenated. Unwrapping 

effectively corrected the cycle slips that occurred in the first stage and matches well with the 

true phase noise (Figure. 4-9 (b)). 

As compared to the blind phase noise estimation method which was only applicable in 

high SNR conditions, the proposed method was robust within the whole SNR range under test. 

This method achieved similar performance compared to the pilot-aided method without using 

any pilot channels, avoiding pilot arrangement and transmission rate penalty. The effectiveness 

of this method relies on linear relation between phase of beating comb tones and comb mode 

order. Besides, the proposed method consists of simple V-V algorithm and phase unwrapping 

operations to correct cycle slips so the computation complexity and latency are very low and 

suitable for real-time implementation.  

4.7 Summary 

In this chapter a new wideband OFDM receiver relying on dual-comb assisted DFT 

processor is proposed and tested. Without the need for high bandwidth ADCs and high-

throughput, high-precision digital DFT processor, DFT generation was performed during 

coherent detection with two high fidelity combs, circumventing full-rate quantization. Sample-

and-hold circuits were used to digitize simultaneously generated DFT coefficients and time-
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multiplex the output before decoding the payload. The precision of the DFT processor is 

characterized by reconstructing and demodulating an 8-PPM signal under varied SNR 

conditions. When the new hybrid DFT processor served as a core of the OFDM receiver, phase 

noise has to be suppressed to mitigate phase errors. Using sequential nulling method or pilot 

channels can effectively suppress phase noise and the corresponding performance was 

characterized by measuring EVM performance under various SNR conditions. However, the 

sequential nulling method is only applicable in the high SNR conditions and using pilot channels 

increases system complexity for pilot arrangement while inducing transmission rate penalty. A 

two-stage joint phase noise compensation algorithm is proposed to estimate the phase noise of 

each channel via Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm and jointly unwrap the estimated phase over all 

channels. Characterized by average EVM of recovered symbols, while not relying on pilot 

channels, the new method achieved comparable phase noise compensation performance with 

previous pilot-aided channels. While no physical mechanisms were used to suppress inherent 

phase noise across signal-LO combs, the throughput of such (raw) OFDM receiver can be further 

enhanced by deploying significantly more subcarriers and higher modulation format while 

maintaining flexibility and tunability. 

Chapter 4, in part, is a reprint of the materials as it appears in Journal of Lightwave 

Technology volume 37, issue 4, 1280-1287 (2019), titled “Realtime comb-assisted discrete 

Fourier transform processor” authored by Huan Hu, Vahid Ataie, Evgeny Myslivets, and Stojan 

Radic. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and the primary author of this article. 

Chapter 4, in part, is a reprint of the materials as it appears in Conference on Lasers and 

Electro-Optics Pacific Rim (2018) titled “Realtime comb-assisted discrete Fourier transform 
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processor” authored by Huan Hu, Vahid Ataie, Evgeny Myslivets, and Stojan Radic. The 

dissertation author was the primary investigator and the primary author of this article. 

Chapter 4, in part, is a reprint of the materials currently being submitted for publication 

as it may appear in the IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, titled “Joint Phase Noise 

Compensation in Dual-comb Assisted OFDM Receiver” authored by Huan Hu, and Stojan 

Radic. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and the primary author of this article. 
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Chapter 5 Comb Assisted RF Receivers with 

Reduced Complexity 

The hybrid dual-comb assisted DFT processor has been demonstrated in chapter 3 and an 

ultra-wideband OFDM receiver relying on the hybrid DFT processor is demonstrated and 

characterized in chapter 4. Comb-assisted processor significantly relieves the complexity of DFT 

computation since it eliminates full-rate front-end quantization and high-speed FFT computation. 

However, the system is still complex and costly, which motivates for reduced complexity 

implementations. Firstly, the DFT processor requires two mutually coherent high-fidelity combs 

utilizing identical comb generation principles but with different RF oscillators. It motivates the use 

of a single comb, with a split and delay topology equivalent to dual-comb operation, to implement 

the hybrid DFT processor. Secondly, the DFT computation of the proposed hybrid DFT processor 

is effectively parallelized by using parallel heterodyne detection, enabling the rate scaling of the 

aggregate throughput. But in many ultra-wideband scenarios, the full information of DFT 

coefficients are redundant. With compressed sensing algorithms, it is viable to use partial DFT 

coefficients for signal reception and processing, reducing the system complexity. 

 In this chapter, a new hybrid DFT processor assisted by a variable frequency comb is 

proposed and the dual-comb photonic front end was replaced by a single comb split into two 

switched paths to achieve spectral decomposition. The performance is characterized by 

demodulation of 4QAM modulated OFDM signals. Based on the new architecture, sub-Nyquist 

ultra-wideband sparse signal reception is demonstrated without using fully populated backend 

including optical comb tones, coherent receivers, etc.  

5.1 Hybrid DFT processor with a variable frequency comb 
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OFDM also plays an important role in ultra-wide-band (UWB) radio frequency (RF) 

applications that include signal detection, remote sensing and waveform processing[67]–[69]. 

The key technology for current and future OFDM communication systems and UWB RF 

applications is the high-rate, high-precision digital DFT processor capable of mapping digitized 

waveform to Fourier domain in real-time. As described in previous chapters, the conventional, 

all-electronic OFDM receivers face both fundamental and practical challenges. Firstly, silicon 

DFT processor faces computation limit inherent with maximal transistor density, imposed by 

quantum and thermal effects [2]. This limit widely recognized after breakdown of Moore's Law 

and Dennard scaling, has served as one of the principal motivations for renewed interest in 

physically assisted processor topologies. In addition to a need for fast DFT processors, wideband 

OFDM receiver also mandates that received waveform is digitized by a full rate ADC which 

imposes basic dissipation limitations and requires a tradeoff between speed and quantization 

precision[3].  

To address these concerns, photonic-assisted DFT processor based on a dual phase-

locked optical parametric combs was proposed and demonstrated in conjunction with high-

throughput, high-precision architecture [20], [50]. Following this approach, OFDM receiver 

based on dual-comb techniques eliminated a need for full-rate ADCs in order to demodulate 

wideband 4-QAM OFDM signals with simple digital signal processing (DSP) technique [20]. 

However, this approach still relied on dual Verniered combs that ultimately double the 

dissipation and complexity of single-comb systems. 

To overcome this limitation, this section describes OFDM receiver in which DFT 

processor relies on a single frequency comb for the first time, to the best of the author’s 

knowledge. To eliminate two-comb architecture, a single comb is used in frequency switching 
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regime, effectively halving the complexity of the receiver. This work also directly 

experimentally demonstrates the tunability of a parametric comb generated through shockwave 

engineering, a feature generally prohibited by cavity-based comb devices. This approach is more 

general than OFDM decoding reported here and can be easily modified to address other 

applications that rely on use of dual-combs in detection[50], ranging[48], [70] and 

spectrometry[49], [71], [72]. The use of the new architecture as OFDM receiver is demonstrated 

by demodulating 4-QAM OFDM signal with 50 subcarriers positioned between 3 GHz and 7.9 

GHz, separated by 100MHz. The receiver design is described, and the performance of the single 

variable comb assisted OFDM receiver is evaluated by measuring EVM at different levels of 

SNR across the entire operating band. 

5.1.1 Principle of operation 

 

Figure. 5-1 Spectral representation of a DFT processor with dual optical parametric combs. Blue and red arrows 

are the tones of signal comb with 𝐹𝑠 frequency pitch and LO comb with 𝐹𝐿𝑂 frequency pitch respectively. The 

input RF signal is modulated on signal comb and effectively replicated onto each comb tone, and the LO comb is 

used as a probe to select which frequency component of the signal is digitized. Two wavelength division 

demultiplexers split the replicated signal-LO pairs into individual coherent detectors and sub-band filtering is 

done by detector element response bandwidth (𝛿𝑓). DC term of down-converted signal represents the DFT 

coefficient (in the inset, 𝑺(∆𝑓) is shown as an example of DFT coefficient at ∆𝑓). 

With the aid of dual, mutually coherent and frequency-Verniered combs, complex DFT 

coefficients of either optical or electrical signal can be extracted via parallel, sub-rate heterodyne 

detection[20], as illustrated in Figure. 5-1. When signal 𝑠(𝑡) is modulated onto optical comb 

with frequency pitch 𝐹𝑠 , a spectral copy is imposed on each comb tone. When comb tones 
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possess sufficiently high OSNR and when modulation occurs in linear regime, it is possible to 

approximate signal copying by noiseless, distortion-free replication in spectral domain. The 

second, phase-locked comb, acts as a local oscillator (LO) array, possessing a different 

frequency pitch 𝐹𝐿𝑂 in order to accomplish spectral Vernier. Each signal-LO comb mode pair 

can be optically filtered by a wavelength division demultiplexer that has matched, coarse 

frequency grid and sent to a dedicated, sub-rate coherent detector. Consequently, each detector 

element will retrieve spectral information at targeted frequency offset, defined by the comb pitch 

offset 𝑓𝐼𝐹 = 𝑛 ∙ ∆𝑓, where 𝑛 is order number and ∆𝑓 is frequency pitch offset (𝐹𝐿𝑂 − 𝐹𝑠 ). A 

coherent detection of each comb mode pair is equivalent to heterodyne detection of a RF signal 

copy, resulting in frequency shifted baseband signal 𝑠(𝑡)𝑒−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝐼𝐹𝑡 , filtered by the detector 

response. DFT coefficient 𝑺(𝑓𝐼𝐹)  centered at 𝑓𝐼𝐹  can be retrieved with a lowpass filter, 

effectively realized by the detector element response 𝛿𝑓(≥ ∆𝑓). As a result, the backplane is 

composed of sub-rate ADC array, rather than full-rate ADCs. This allows for ADC array 

precision can be qualitatively increased, enabling alias-free 𝑺(𝑓𝐼𝐹)  acquisition with low-

complexity DSP. By capturing a complete set of signal-LO pairs, the recovery of the full-band 

spectrum 𝑺𝒇𝒖𝒍𝒍(𝑓)  is guaranteed with frequency domain sampling resolution set by the 

frequency pitch offset ∆𝑓.  

If the input signal 𝑠(𝑡)  is real, the DFT coefficients are conjugate symmetric, i.e. 

𝑺(−𝑓𝐼𝐹) = 𝑺∗(𝑓𝐼𝐹). Consequently, if one toggles the frequency pitch of signal and LO combs, 

the detector element will capture the complex conjugate of the DFT coefficient. This means that, 

as long as the absolute value of frequency pitch offset is fixed, DFT coefficients can be fully 

retrieved since each detector captures either the DFT coefficient or its complex conjugate. This 

also means that a single comb, rather than dual Verniered comb topology can be used to retrieve 
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DFT coefficients by switching signal and LO comb periodically. When a comb with periodically 

switched frequency pitch is generated, it is split it into two paths, with one path delayed to match 

the toggle (switching) interval 𝜏  between signal and LO combs, guaranteeing dual-comb 

operation at any time. 

 Comb-assisted processor relieves both principal challenges, DFT computation and full-

rate quantization. Firstly, selected tones can be filtered simultaneously for parallel heterodyne 

detection so that DFT computation is effectively parallelized, enabling free rate scaling of the 

aggregate throughput. Secondly, only sub-rate of the detected signal is needed, allowing for a 

low-rate ADC backplane with correspondingly high resolution. Thirdly, if OSNR of the signal 

and LO combs are sufficiently high and modulator operates in linear region, an effective 

precision of DFT generation can be maintained. Finally, when comb pitch can be freely tuned, 

the resolution and operating frequency range of DFT decomposition can be freely chosen to 

meet the input signal requirements. This is particularly important in flexible-band applications, 

where user should be able to change center frequency and instantaneous bandwidth in a rapid 

manner. 

5.1.2 Comb generation and architecture 

Physically assisted DFT processor relies on generation of broadband comb that possess 

sufficiently high power, OSNR, frequency stability and can tune its frequency pitch rapidly. 

While multiple optical comb generation techniques were explored, ranging from mode-lock 

lasers to seeding in micro resonators[73]–[75], to the best of the author’s knowledge, only a 

cavityless class of electro-optic frequency combs [24], [40], [76]–[79] are inherently compatible 

with pitch tuning requirement. Optical parametric combs generated via shock wave engineering, 
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represent a specific class of cavityless frequency generators and combine these attributes into a 

single, travelling-wave platform [24].  

 

Figure. 5-2 (a) Optical parametric comb generation. MZM: Mach-Zehnder Modulator, PM: Phase modulator, PS: 

RF phase shifter, SMF: Single mode fiber, EDFA: Erbium doped fiber amplifier, HNLF: Highly nonlinear fiber, 
NOLM: Nonlinear optical loop mirror. (b) Output comb spectrum with 25 GHz and 24.9 GHz frequency pitch 

sharing the same setup except for a different clock. The spectral resolution is 0.02 nm and is measured at 1% tap. 

Optical parametric combs are generated via four wave mixing process that, when 

realized in phase-matched regime, operate over wide spectral range exceeding the combined C 

and L bands. To increase efficiency of FWM process in phase-matching highly nonlinear fiber 

(HNLF) stage of the parametric mixer, a shock wave with maximized peak power is created, as 

illustrated in Figure. 5-2 (a).  Peak power is scaled by a compressor stage which must precisely 

manage initial frequency chirp and group velocity dispersion by matching the phase modulation 

and physical properties of the fiber. Seed mixer pulses are initially generated modulating 

continuous-wave (CW) master laser harmonics generated by low phase noise clock with 
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frequency 𝐹, using a quadrature biased Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). In the front end of 

this architecture, a phase modulator (PM) driven by a half-wave delayed version of the 

modulation waveform induces positive chirp. This chirp is matched to negative dispersion in 

single mode fiber (SMF) in order to take advantage of rising and falling pulse edges with 

differential group velocity, compressing the original optical pulse width. Subsequently, 

narrowed pulse train is further compressed in a second stage that combines positive Kerr-

induced chirp in high-gamma HNLF and compression in SMF, further scaling the peak power 

of the optical shock wave. Parasitic side lobes generated in this stage manifest as power 

fluctuations of the compressed pulse train and are suppressed by regenerative shaping in 

nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM). In final mixer stage that consists of dispersion-flattened 

HNLF, a broadband comb is generated through efficient, phase-matched FWM process. By 

changing the clock frequency 𝐹, the comb frequency pitch is tuned accordingly with near-instant 

response. Unlike the conventional electro-optic combs that require complex, precise phase 

control to generate broadband high-performance combs, shock-wave comb relaxes the 

complexity as well as strict phase controlling process and allows for a large frequency pitch 

tunability. More importantly, since both signal-copying and LO combs are generated with 

identical mixer setup, a stable mutually coherent complementary pair of combs corresponding 

to dual-comb Vernier is guaranteed. Figure. 5-2 (b) shows two high-OSNR (OSNR0.1nm>40dB) 

combs with minimum -4dBm per tone measured from a 1% output tap. The combs with two 

different frequency pitches were generated from CW seed laser centered at 1549.3nm with 

spectral ripple between two being less than 1dB. For the purpose of this report, 50 tones ranging 

from 1533.3 nm to 1543.3 nm were selected for spectral decomposition of OFDM signal 

occupying 3 GHz to 7.9 GHz range. 
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The experiment used an RF switch with 50 ns response time for clock frequency control, 

as shown in Figure. 5-3. Two complementary rectangular pulse train control signals with 𝜏 =

1𝜇𝑠 duration were generated from a pulse pattern generator to gate one of the two clocks during 

the comb generation. The two clocks were set at 24.9 GHz and 25 GHz respectively, 

corresponding to a DFT resolution of 100MHz. While the scheme eliminates use of the second 

frequency comb, it also imposes strict requirement with respect to RF switch state leakage 

(extinction). When isolation between two switched modes is not sufficient, a spurious frequency 

generates phase noise in either signal-copying or LO comb mode that can be observed as 

parasitic sidebands adjacent to comb tones. The model corresponding to the architecture in 

Figure. 5-3 indicates that switched state extinction should be kept above 80dB in order to 

suppress parasitic sidebands below 40 dB, across 100 generated comb tones. This performance 

is readily achieved by standard RF switching element and can be easily emulated by 

concatenating even the lowest-grade commercial devices. 

The output of frequency-pitch-switching comb was split by 3dB coupler; a single path 

incorporated a SMF delay 𝜏 in order to guarantee that the frequency pitch offset between two 

comb modes, defined by two optical paths is 100 MHz, as shown in Figure. 5-3 inset. 
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Figure. 5-3 Setups of variable frequency comb assisted OFDM receiver. A control signal with toggling interval τ 

is generated by a pulse pattern generator to control the driving clock for optical frequency comb (OFC) generation. 

Frequency pitch offset between two comb modes defined by two optical paths is 100 MHz at any time. OTF: optical 

tunable filter, EDFA: Erbium doped fiber amplifier, MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator, SMF: single mode fiber. 

Inset shows the frequency pitch switching of dual comb at point A (blue solid line) and B (red-dashed line) 

respectively. 

Subsequent to switched comb generation, 50 signal copies were created by modulating 

comb tones by Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), biased at null point. The use of single MZM 

for all tones raises a potential concern that modulator bias point variance across carrier 

wavelengths can impose receiver penalty. However, the architecture shown in Figure. 3 was 

specifically designed to minimize this effect, with no measurable impairment observed, similar 

to that reported earlier  [36]. Indeed, a shifted null-point bias voltage of a signal tone yields a 

constant additive electric field term with modulated signal copy, allowing for simple backplane 

compensation for bias correction. Equally important, comb tones possessed sufficiently high 

OSNR and power, which allowed for highly linear modulation, guaranteeing low-distortion 

signal replication onto optical carriers.  

To demonstrate the operational principle and measure DFT processor performance 

without fully populated backplane array, WDM block was replaced by optical tunable filter and 
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used to sweep the band and select corresponding signal-LO tone. By repeating the receiver 

stimulus, its operation was characterized using a single coherent detector rather than a 50-

coherent-detector array, following well-established methodology from lightwave transmission 

experiments [59], [80] and earlier reports on physically assisted receivers[36]. At the receiver 

end, an ADC was used to capture the real and imaginary part of frequency-shifted version of the 

input RF signal. Finally, captured data were synchronized and down-sampled to 100 MS/s using 

anti-aliasing filter to retrieve the complex DFT coefficients. 

5.1.3 OFDM receiver performance 

To demonstrate its utility, the new hybrid DFT processor was used for OFDM-encoded 

signal reception, specifically, it was used for demodulation of 4-QAM OFDM signal with 50 

subcarriers separated by 100 MHz, occupying 3 to 7.9 GHz band. OFDM signal was generated 

using 64 GS/s Digital-to-Analog converter (DAC) with 8-bit resolution, with digital pre-

compensation applied to equalize RF power across all subcarriers. To quantify the receiver 

performance under variable SNR, band-limited Gaussian noise (2.9 GHz to 8 GHz) was injected 

into the channel, with power controlled by an electrical attenuator. While no cyclic prefix is 

added to the OFDM signal, the receiver was still compatible with conventional OFDM signals 

with cyclic prefix by filtering pre-appended prefix in time domain before performing physically 

assisted DFT decomposition.  

For each channel, a waveform block lasting 198 𝜇𝑠 were captured and post-processed 

offline. As an example, Figure. 5-4 shows the reception of the 25th channel within two toggling 

operation intervals for demodulation at 5.4 GHz at 22.9 dB SNR. Figure. 5-4 (a) showing the 

in-phase term of frequency-shifted RF signal in one interval and its complex conjugate 

complements in the other interval. A short blind period of 60 ns occurred and was defined by 
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the time (~50 ns) required to toggle RF switch, with additional guard band (~10 ns) to account 

for any optical and electrical path length mismatch. Signal blocks separated by the blind period 

were used to retrieve DFT coefficients and their complex conjugate complements at 5.4 GHz 

respectively. 

Phase noise causes measurable performance degradation in OFDM systems by inducing 

common phase error (CPE) and intercarrier interference (ICI). To provide strict performance 

analysis of the comb-assisted OFDM receiver in presence of phase noise, time and frequency 

were first synchronized and channel fading was minimized during the measurements. While 

synchronization and channel estimation[34] are desired in deployed OFDM receivers, with 

received signal represented in frequency domain[81], [82], such implementation is beyond 

scope of this section. As a second impairment mechanism inherent to hybrid DFT processor, the 

phase decorrelation between selected pair of tones can add excess phase noise to the detected 

OFDM symbol and lead to channel performance degradation, which can be mitigated by 

applying blind phase compensation algorithms[65]. In addition, phase transition was also 

observed when comb frequency pitch was switched. The phase transition caused common phase 

rotation over the subsequent symbols within the switched block period. To address this effect, a 

single symbol was inserted as a pilot during each switching period to correct discrete phase jump 

induced by comb toggling. For each switching period lasting  1𝜇𝑠, 93 effective data symbols 

were captured. With power and phase equalization [29], the constellation comprising of DFT 

coefficients and their complex conjugate complements are generated and shown in Figure. 5-4 

(b) .  
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Figure. 5-4 5.5GHz channel reception. (a) Recorded in-phase part of frequency shifted signal within a switch period. 

The blind period due to frequency switch is around 60ns. (b) captured effective DFT coefficients (left) and complex 

conjugate DFT coefficients (right) within 198 𝜇𝑠. (c) A recovered OFDM symbol waveform with captured DFT 

coefficients from 3GHz to 7.9GHz. 

The blind period induced by comb toggle comprises an effective 6% overhead of 

transmitted OFDM signals, reducing the transmission rate by the same amount. The aggregate 

overhead can be easily decreased by increasing the duration of a switched block period and the 

length of SMF accordingly. However, this approach is also paid off in terms of increased phase 

noise between signal and LO pairs.  To estimate the decoherence effect, the carrier phase 

difference 𝜃(𝑡 + 𝜏) − 𝜃(𝑡) during an interval 𝜏 can be modelled by a Gaussian distribution with 

a variance[83]: 

 𝜎2 = 2𝜋∆𝜈𝜏  (5.1) 

where ∆𝜈 denotes the carrier spectral width. In ideally engineered device, spectral linewidth is 

conserved across each tone [39] during the parametric comb generation. This means that the 

phase fluctuation between signal and LO carrier follows Eq. (5.1) and 𝜎 then scales as a square 
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root of switched period duration  𝜏 . For 5.4 GHz channel, the measured 𝜎 ≈ 15° , which 

corresponds to an effective linewidth of ~1kHz. With pilot symbol deployment [20], [45], [84] 

and that enabled DSP technique [46],  linewidth requirement can be greatly relaxed, allowing 

for much longer switched period, also reducing the overall overhead associated with toggled 

comb architecture. As an alternative, it is also possible to use a faster RF switch that compresses 

the blind time. The speed of practical RF switch is limited by the physical properties of the 

switching mechanism or by the limited tuning capability of the resistor inductor capacitor 

circuits that is being utilized in the switch. Solid-state switches offers nanosecond switching 

time [85], with state-of-art photonic-enabled switch possessing sub-nanosecond switching 

time[86]. 

With capture of all DFT coefficients corresponding to 50 channels, it is possible to 

recover the time-domain signal with a single inverse Fourier transform (Figure. 5-4 (c)). 

Comparing with the original waveform, the deviation between recovered and originally 

transmitted waveform remains remarkably small, indicating that the hybrid OFDM receiver 

represents a viable alternative to computational (all-electronic) architecture. 

  The performance of the comb-assisted OFDM receiver was also characterized by error 

vector magnitude (EVM) measurement. For 4QAM modulated signal, accompanied by white 

Gaussian noise, the theoretical EVM performance can be directly calculated as 𝐸𝑉𝑀 ≈

√1
𝑆𝑁𝑅⁄ (Eq. (4.3)) [66]. Since OFDM is a multi-carrier modulation format and all channels are 

digitally pre-compensated to possess the same SNR, EVM of all channels share the same 

relationship. In this experiment, EVM of each channel was required by demodulating 18414 

symbols and the average value for all channels was plotted in Figure. 5-5 (a) for varying noise 
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levels. Figure. 5-5 (b) plots the output SNR calculated as 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 1/𝐸𝑉𝑀2 to illustrate SNR 

penalty of the OFDM receiver.  

 

Figure. 5-5 (a) EVM and (b) output SNR performance of OFDM receiver using a variable comb at various SNR 

conditions. 

The SNR penalty increased from 1dB to 5.3dB as input OFDM signal SNR increased 

from 10.9 dB to 22.9dB. The nonlinear trend of output SNR vs input SNR comes from two folds. 

On one hand, OFDM is sensitive to phase noise and the SNR degradation is more significant at 

higher input SNR[87]. The performance can be improved by phase noise suppression in digital 

domain[44], [88], [89] or physical domain such as using analog or optical phase lock loops 

(PLLs) or laser source with lower linewidth. On the other hand, at high SNR input regime, 

measured SNR penalty was dominated by limited receiver carrier power and OSNR. While 

OFDM signal had high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), to avoid modulation-induced 

distortion, input signal peak-to-peak voltage was maintained within the linear modulation limit 

(~1.2V), i.e.  well below half-wave voltage of modulator (4.5V). As a result, after modulating 

RF signal onto comb tones, each signal copy had low power, limiting the optical coherent 

detection sensitivity. The detection was limited by optical noise which was comparable to noise 

induced at the RF input port. Consequently, the use of optical comb with higher OSNR and 
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increased tonal power is a straightforward method to improve the receiver performance when 

operating in high SNR condition. Modern PAPR reduction techniques[90], [91] for wireless 

OFDM signal can be directly applied to enhance the power of optical signal copy and suppress 

noise. However, in practical terms, OFDM receivers are expected to operate in low-SNR regime 

in most applications, nearly eliminating the need for higher performance comb. 

5.1.4 Discussion 

This section describes the design and test of a novel physically-assisted, hybrid 

wideband OFDM receiver that relies on single comb to generate DFT coefficients in low 

hardware complexity manner. The need for a dual, Verniered frequency combs was eliminated 

by toggling the frequency of a single physical device and harnessing it in split-and-delay 

topology, realizing the equivalent of dual comb assisted OFDM receiver operation. The receiver 

circumvents the need for high bandwidth ADCs and high-throughput, high-precision digital 

DFT processor; instead, Fourier mapping was performed via coherent detection. As a 

demonstration, the new OFDM receiver was constructed and characterized by measuring its 

EVM performance and SNR penalty within operational band 3 -7.9GHz, using 4-QAM 

modulated OFDM signal at varying noise levels. The measurements indicate that the SNR 

penalty can be reduced to 1dB in low SNR region and becomes considerable in high SNR region 

where optical noise defined by the carrier spectral purity is dominant. DFT processor throughput 

can be enhanced in a straightforward manner by simply increasing the number of subcarriers, 

which means OFDM link reach and capacity can be scaled considerably beyond this report that 

utilized 50 comb tones. Besides, the proposed hybrid OFDM receiver can potentially share the 

mature coherent optical transmission techniques[92], [93], to scale to support higher-level 

modulation format. Indeed, by combining both higher-count tone combs[59] and increasing the 
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tone OSNR, the performance of OFDM receiver can be scaled well beyond any RF band of 

interest. 

5.2 Sub-Nyquist ultra-wideband sparse signal reception 

Ultra-wide-band techniques play an important role in modern wireless communication 

and detection. Increasing demand for UWB systems with low power consumption motivates the 

search of innovative analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), which imposes basic dissipation 

limits and forces tradeoff between speed and quantization precision. One way to overcome this 

barrier is to design a front-end that combines several low-rate ADCs to provide full-rate 

operation, such as time-interleaving structure [94] and multi-channel filter-bank approach [11]. 

In these approaches, the system still operates at Nyquist rate, so the total performance 

improvement is limited. Apart from the ADC bottleneck, large data volume generated at Nyquist 

rate quantizer introduces practical challenges for data distribution, both for postprocessing and 

storage.  

To address these, sub-Nyquist sampling architectures based on compressive sensing (CS) 

has been extensively studied for UWB signal reception and signal processing [95], [96]. The 

main idea relies on the fact that many UWB signals of interest are sparse [97] and can be 

recovered from an underdetermined linear system in a computationally efficient way. In this 

context, “sparse” means that signals 𝑥 can be decomposed to a sparse representation in certain 

basis 𝑥 = Ψs , where the support s only has few non-zero values and Ψ is the decomposition 

basis.  All-electronic hardware systems have been built and demonstrated mainly using non-

uniform sampling [98], [99], random demodulation [100], [101] and modulated wideband 

converter architectures [102], [103]. These efforts aimed at a reduced sampling rate, i.e. sub-

Nyquist rate, by designing appropriate underdetermined measurement matrix Φ so that only few 
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measurements 𝑦 = Φ𝑥 = ΦΨs are required for recovery of signal 𝑥 or support s. However, 

these systems inevitably require high-bandwidth front-end and impose practical difficulties for 

UWB signal reception. For example, frequency coverage of a CS-based ADC can reconstruct 

signals at frequencies up to 3.8 GHz [104]. 

Photonics-based compressive sensing systems extend the maximum bandwidth of 

operation by using broadband electro-optical components and low-jitter laser sampling sources. 

For example, photonic random sampling are demonstrated for multi-tone signal recovery up to 

20 GHz [105]. Other photonic compressive techniques rely on implementing measurement 

matrices in optical domain by modulating and mixing the input RF signal with appropriately 

designed patterns using spatial light modulators (SLM), fiber-coupled modulators, wavelength 

division multiplexers (WDM) and multi-mode waveguide speckle patterns [106]–[113], 

operating at sub-Nyquist sampling rate. Early photonic CS recovery demonstrations with an 

array of SLMs was realized in [106]. This approach requires signals to be periodic and 

synchronized with low speed SLM modulation, rendering its use in recovery of very limited 

signal set. Using intensity modulators and WDM band splitters, input signal is modulated, 

mapped onto various optical carriers and mixed with different encoded patterns via subsequent 

modulators [107]–[109]. These systems are subject to similar limitations occurred in electronic 

CS systems due to noise and jitter in the electronic pattern generators. These limitations can be 

relaxed with time-stretch techniques and optical sampling for UWB signal recovery [110]–[112]. 

Unfortunately, these schemes are only applicable for long duration signals that allow for 

collection of enough optical samples for accurate recovery. Recently, photonic CS 

measurements were taken in parallelized manner using speckle patterns generated through 
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multimode waveguide [113] and an array of ADCs. However, speckle pattern stability issues 

limited the signal recovery for high-bandwidth signals.  

Recognizing both practical and fundamental limits imposed on these approaches, this 

report describes new, photonic compressive sensing topology. It introduces first, to the best of 

the author’s knowledge, sparse UWB signal recovery with direct sub-sampling in the frequency 

domain. The new architecture does not rely on high-bandwidth electronic front-end and is 

applicable to non-periodic UWB signal reception while retaining sub-Nyquist, high throughput 

and continuous capture. A variable-pitch frequency comb was used to retrieve DFT coefficients 

with high fidelity with only sub-rate ADCs. Only a fraction of these coefficients were sufficient 

for UWB RF signal recovery, sparse in an appropriate domain with compressive sensing. 

Specifically, our measurement matrix Φ was partial Fourier matrix, which was mathematically 

proven to be stable for robust signal recovery with CS [114]. The new technique does not rely 

on high-speed electronic pattern generators or full-rate ADCs, making the proposed scheme 

immune to electronic noise and jitter, as reported in past studies. In contrast to schemes relying 

on time-stretch and optical sampling techniques [115], the new receiver operates in a continuous 

capture mode and is suitable for rapidly varying signal patterns. Finally, since a comb-assisted 

DFT processor requires only a subset of DFT coefficients, implementation is amenable to 

reduced hardware complexity, decimating the number of optical carriers, coherent detectors, 

ADCs and filters. 

5.2.1 Principle of operation 

Comb assisted CS recovery of UWB signal relies on both comb-assisted DFT processor 

and CS theory. The principle of comb-assisted DFT processor has been described in chapter 

5.1.1. With the aid of dual, mutually coherent and frequency-Verniered combs, complex DFT 
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coefficients of either optical or electrical signal can be extracted via parallel, sub-rate heterodyne 

detection arrays as shown in Figure. 5-6 (a). Comb-assisted processor relieves principal and 

practical challenges of high throughput DFT computation and full-rate quantization. Firstly, 

selected tones can be filtered simultaneously for parallel heterodyne detection so that DFT 

computation is effectively parallelized, enabling linear scaling of the aggregate throughput. 

Secondly, sub-rate ADC backplane are sufficient for high precision operation, when OSNR of 

the signal and LO combs are sufficiently high and modulator operates in linear region. Finally, 

with freely tunable comb pitch, the resolution and operating frequency of DFT decomposition 

can also be freely chosen to meet the input signal requirements. This is particularly important in 

flexible-band applications, such as the CS receiver of interest here, where a predefined subset 

of DFT coefficients are required, significantly reducing the hardware complexity in terms of 

optical carriers and coherent receivers.   

Compressed sensing has been successfully applied in multiple disciplines during the last 

decade. This section briefly reviews the core CS ideas applicable to the new receiver; a more 

comprehensive description can be found in [116].  
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Figure. 5-6 (a)Spectral representation of a DFT processor with dual optical frequency combs. Blue and red arrows 

are the tones of signal comb with 𝐹𝑠 frequency pitch and LO comb with 𝐹𝐿𝑂 frequency pitch respectively. The input 
RF signal is modulated on the signal comb and replicated onto each comb tone and the LO comb is used as probe 

to select which frequency component of the signal to be digitized. Two wavelength division demultiplexers split 

the replicated signal LO pairs into individual coherent detectors and sub-band filtering is done by detector element 

response bandwidth (𝛿𝑓). DC term of down-converted signal represents the DFT coefficient (in the inset, 𝑺(∆𝑓) is 

shown as an example of DFT coefficient at ∆𝑓). (b) compressive sensing model illustration with 𝐾 = 2 nonzero 

values in support  𝑠. 

Within the CS framework, real-valued signal 𝑥 ∈ 𝑹𝑁×1  can be decomposed to 

representation in certain basis Ψ, i.e. 𝑥 = ∑ 𝑠𝑖ψ𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1  where 𝑠 is the coefficient sequence of 𝑥. In 

matrix representation, that is 𝑥 = Ψ𝑠 where Ψ is the 𝑁 × 𝑁 matrix with 𝜓1, … , . 𝜓𝑁 as columns. 

Signal is said to be 𝐾 sparse in the Ψ domain if there are only 𝐾(𝐾 ≪ 𝑁) elements in 𝑠 that are 

nonzeros. If the signal arrives at the receiver and is processed by linear measurement matrix 

Φ ∈ 𝑪𝑀×𝑁 with 𝑀 < 𝑁, the received signal is 𝑦 = Φ𝑥 = ΦΨ𝑠 = Θ𝑠 where Θ is called sensing 

matrix. Though recovery of 𝑠(𝑜𝑟 𝑥) form 𝑦 is an underdetermined problem, exact recovery of 

𝐾-sparse signal can be guaranteed if the sensing matrix Θ satisfy restricted isometry property 
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(RIP) and incoherence property[117]. The number of measurements required for accurate 

reconstruction in such way is approximate 𝐾 ⋅ log2(1 + 𝑁/𝐾)[118]. The recovery problem is 

then formulated to search the sparsest solution of 𝑠, i.e.: 

 min
𝑠

‖𝑠‖0 subject to 𝑦 = Θ𝑠 (5.2) 

where ‖∙‖0 is the 𝑙0 norm, counting the nonzero entries. 

In the proposed compressed UWB signal receiver, by selecting a subset 𝑦 ∈ 𝑪𝑀×1of 

DFT coefficients, the measurement matrix Φ ∈ 𝐂M×N is constructed physically by simply 

selecting corresponding 𝑀 rows from a 𝑁 × 𝑁 Fourier matrix (Figure. 5-6 (b)). The sensing 

matrix can also be constructed for sparse representation in various transform domains [97] or 

determined by learning from training signals [119], [120] for more general and robust 

compressed signal reception. In this work, the representation basis Ψ is pre-constructed by 

selecting 𝜓𝑖 from bandpass-filtered (3 GHz to7.9 GHz) Gaussian distributed signals to match 

the operation bandwidth of our receiver. The basis matrix then satisfies the RIP and coherence 

property with high probability, enabling recovery of the received signal from compressive 

measurements 𝑦 = ΦΨ𝑠 with computational feasible algorithms [116], [121]–[124].  

By combing hybrid DFT processor and CS algorithms, physical receiver requirements 

on UWB signal reception are relaxed. First, with the hybrid DFT processor, information of 

signal of interest can be fully captured by simultaneously measuring DFT coefficient with sub-

rate ADCs, without digitizing the waveform by a full rate ADC. Secondly, without physically 

constructing a full array of coherent detectors and sub-rate ADCs to capture the complete set of 

DFT coefficients, the hardware complexity of comb assisted receiver can be greatly reduced by 

only selecting a subset of DFT coefficients, benefiting from CS techniques. As a result, this 

approach offers a continuous-time, sub-Nyquist sampled sparse signal recovery without the need 
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of high bandwidth electronic links in the backend, relaxing the jitter and noise limit imposed on 

conventional high-speed sparse signal reception systems. 

5.2.2 Architecture 

In this experiment, the DFT processor uses variable optical frequency combs platforms 

described in chapter 5.1. Physically assisted DFT processor relies on generation of broadband 

comb that possess sufficiently high power, OSNR, frequency stability and can tune its frequency 

pitch in a rapid manner. To meet the requirements, optical parametric combs generated via shock 

wave engineering, represent a specific class of cavityless frequency generators inherently 

compatible with pitch tuning requirement.  

In contrast to conventional electro-optic combs that require complex, precise phase 

control to generate broadband high-performance combs, shock-wave comb relaxes the 

complexity and eliminates strict absolute phase control while simultaneously allowing for a 

large frequency pitch tunability. More importantly, since both signal-copying and LO combs are 

generated with identical mixer setup, a stable mutually coherent complement corresponding to 

dual-comb Vernier is guaranteed. Figure. 5-7 shows two high-OSNR (>40dB) combs with 

minimum -4dBm per tone measured from a 1% output tap. The 24.9 GHz and 25 GHz combs 

were generated from a single narrow linewidth (<3kHz) CW seed laser centered at 1549.3nm 

using clocks working at 24.9GHz and 25GHz respectively. The spectral ripple of both two 

combs being less than 1dB and the tonal power difference of each signal-LO tone pair are also 

less than 1dB. For the purpose of this report, 50 tones ranging from 1533.3 nm to 1543.3 nm 

were selected for capturing DFT coefficients of RF signals occupying 3 GHz to 7.9 GHz range. 
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Figure. 5-7 Output comb spectrum with 25 GHz and 24.9 GHz frequency pitch sharing identical setup except for 

driving clock. The spectral resolution is 0.02 nm and is measured at 1% tap. OSNR is more than 40dB0.1nm. 

In order to enable dual-comb operation with a single variable comb, two RF switches 

with 50 ns response time are used for clock frequency control as shown in Figure. 5-8. Two 

complementary rectangular pulse train control signals with 𝜏 = 1𝜇𝑠 duration were generated 

from a pulse pattern generator to gate one of the two clocks to drive optical comb periodically. 

The two clocks were set at 24.9 GHz and 25 GHz respectively, corresponding to a DFT 

resolution of 100MHz. The output of optical frequency comb with variable frequency was split 

by 3dB coupler; a single path incorporated a SMF delay 𝜏  in order to guarantee that the 

frequency pitch offset between two comb modes, defined by two optical paths is 100 MHz, as 

shown in inset of Figure. 5-8. 
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Figure. 5-8 Setups of variable frequency comb assisted CS receiver. A control signal with toggling interval τ is 

generated by a pulse pattern generator (PG) to control the driving clock for optical frequency comb (OFC) 

generation. Frequency pitch offset between two comb modes defined by two optical paths is 100 MHz at any time. 

OTF: optical tunable filter, EDFA: Erbium doped fiber amplifier, MZM: Mach-Zehnder modulator, SMF: single 

mode fiber. Inset shows the frequency pitch switching of dual comb at point A (blue solid line) and B (red-dashed 

line) respectively. 

Subsequent to switched comb generation, 50 signal copies were created by modulating 

comb tones by Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM), biased at null point. The use of single MZM 

for all tones mandates that modulator bias point variance across carrier wavelengths be managed. 

However, the architecture shown in Figure. 5-8 was specifically designed to minimize this effect, 

with no measurable impairment  observed, similar to that reported earlier  [36]. Indeed, a shifted 

null-point bias voltage of a signal tone yields a constant additive electric field term with 

modulated signal copy, allowing for simple backplane compensation for bias correction. Equally 

important, comb tones possessed sufficiently high OSNR and power, allows for highly linear 

modulation, guaranteeing low-distortion signal replication onto optical carriers.  

To demonstrate the operational principle and measure DFT processor performance 

without fully populated backplane array, WDM block was replaced by optical tunable filter and 

used to sweep the band and select corresponding signal-LO tone. By repeating the receiver 
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stimulus, its operation was characterized using a single coherent detector rather than 50 coherent 

detector array, following well established methodology from lightwave transmission 

experiments [59], [80] and from earlier reports on physically assisted receivers [36]. At the 

receiver end, an ADC was used to capture the real and imaginary part of frequency-shifted 

version of the input RF signal. Finally, captured data were synchronized first, then digitally 

lowpass-filtered and down-sampled to 100 MS/s to retrieve the complex DFT coefficients with 

phase and power equalization using pilot symbols.  

With a split-and-delay topology demonstrated here, the phase noise mainly comes from 

decoherence effect due to path length mismatch between signal and LO combs. To estimate the 

decoherence effect, the carrier phase difference during an interval τ can be modelled by a 

Gaussian distribution with a variance where 𝛿𝜈 denotes the carrier spectral width. For 5.4 GHz 

channel, the measured 𝜎 ≈ 15°, which corresponds to an effective linewidth of ~1kHz. With 

pilot symbol deployment, the common phase error caused by phase noise can be compensated. 

5.2.3 CS receiver performance 

To demonstrate the operation of the new receiver, the hybrid DFT processor  was used 

for sparse RF signal reception. As stated earlier, Ψ was pre-constructed with 640 columns 

selected from bandpass-filtered (3 GHz to 7.9 GHz) Gaussian distributed samples with size of 

640. Each symbol lasting 10ns was constructed by selecting 𝐾 columns from the basis of Ψ so 

that the signal was represented as 𝑥 = Ψ𝑠 where 𝐾 indicated sparsity. The sparse signal was 

generated using 64 GS/s Digital-to-Analog converter (DAC) with 8-bit resolution and 

modulated onto the optical combs as RF input in Figure. 5-3. The hybrid comb assisted DFT 

engine was used to capture the DFT coefficients spanning from 3 GHz to 7.9 GHz with 100 
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MHz frequency spacing. Only a subset of the 50 captured DFT coefficients are used for signal 

recovery. 

 In the first set of experiments, we sent identical symbols to test the consistency of our 

hybrid CS receiver. Different from dual Vernier comb operation, comb frequency toggling 

induced a short blind period lasting about 60 ns, which was defined by the time (~50ns) required 

to toggle RF switch, with additional guard interval (~10ns) to account for any optical and 

electrical path length mismatch. The blind period comprises an effective 6% overhead of 

transmitted RF signals; it can be decreased in straightforward manner by increasing the duration 

of a switched block period and the length of SMF. Alternatively, a faster RF switch can 

effectively reduce the duration of the blind capture period. 

 

Figure. 5-9 Sparse signal recovery of identical symbols. (a)50 complex DFT coefficients of identical symbols 

within a frequency toggling period with sparsity 𝐾 = 2 . Distinct clusters with various colors indicate DFT 

coefficients at separate frequencies. Stars indicate the ideal DFT coefficients of the input RF symbol. (b) support 

recovery with only 17 randomly chosen DFT coefficients. Blue circles are support of transmitted symbols and red 
circles are recovered support. (c) waveform recovery with the 17 DFT coefficients selected in (b). blue dashed line 

are input symbol waveform and red solid line is the recovered waveform. 

The phase shift between signal-LO tone pair was observed when comb frequency pitch 

was switched, causing common phase rotation over the subsequent symbols within the switched 

block period. To correct this discrete phase jump induced by comb toggling, as well as increase 

DFT precision, 4 symbols of equally distributed DFT coefficients over all 50 channels are 
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inserted as pilots during each switching period (1𝜇𝑠). For each switching period lasting  1𝜇𝑠, 89 

effective data symbols were captured. We captured 89 effective symbols within a single 

switching period and the extracted DFT coefficients of all 50 channels matched the ideal DFT 

coefficients well (Figure. 5-9 (a)). Distinct clusters with various colors indicate measured DFT 

coefficients at separate frequencies. We recovered support (𝑠) and waveform (𝑥) of one random 

symbol with randomly chosen 17 DFT coefficients (Figure. 5-9 (b) and (c)) with matching 

pursuit algorithm [117]. An excellent agreement between input and recovered signal indicated 

that comb assisted DFT coefficient capture had both sufficient precision and high consistency 

when combined with compressive sensing. 

In the second set of experiments, we used the same sparse representation basis (i.e., Ψ) 

but each symbol had a randomly chosen support with specified 𝐾 nonzeros. Four pilot symbols 

were inserted within every toggling period for improved accuracy of DFT coefficients 

measurement. Mean-square error (MSE) of recovered waveform (𝑥) was used to characterize 

the CS receiver performance.  

Prior to the experiment, Monte Carlo simulations were performed to test the proposed 

receiver performance at various sparsity (𝐾) condition, SNR and the number of selected DFT 

coefficients (𝑀) as shown in Figure. 5-10 and Figure. 5-11. In each sparsity condition, 400 

symbols of randomly chosen support and additive white Gaussian noise were generated and 

their DFT coefficients were retrieved over all 50 channels. For each symbol, 𝑀 out of the 50 

DFT coefficients were selected in a random manner and the corresponding waveform was 

recovered. We repeated this step 10 times with various random DFT coefficients selections for 

each symbol and the average MSE of all 10 selections is reported as MSE here. Figure. 5-10 (a) 

and (b) illustrates simulated MSE over a broad range of SNR with various number of DFT 
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coefficients (𝑀 ) for sparsity 𝐾 = 2 and 𝐾 = 4  respectively. With a fixed number of DFT 

coefficients, as SNR increased the recovery performance improved and MSE drastically 

dropped to yield a precise recovery. MSE did not change much by further increasing SNR in the 

high SNR region. In the proposed hybrid receiver, residual phase noise, as well as other system 

noise including shot noise and thermal noise from the receiver side, add SNR penalty to the 

measured DFT coefficients. However, compressed sensing algorithm is generally robust over 

measurement noise so that the receiver is tolerable to system noise when operating at moderate 

SNR conditions with enough DFT coefficients.  

 

Figure. 5-10 Simulated mean square error (MSE) of the recovered waveform from proposed CS receiver at various 

SNR and number of DFT coefficients (𝑀) for sparsity (a) 𝐾 = 2 and (b) 𝐾 = 4 respectively. 

In Figure. 5-11 as sparsity 𝐾  increased, more DFT coefficients are required for 

successful recovery, which agrees on CS theory. Noting that the recovered waveform was 

digitized at 640 samples per symbol, the required DFT coefficients were much less than the 

number of samples defined by Nyquist-sampling theory. 
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Figure. 5-11 Simulated mean square error (MSE) of the recovered waveform from proposed CS receiver at various 

sparsity (𝐾) and number of DFT coefficients (𝑀). SNR is fixed at 20dB. 

Finally, we set 𝐾  to 2 and 4 respectively, generating RF signal from the DAC and 

captured DFT coefficients over all 50 channels. For each channel, DFT coefficients of 1602 

symbols were captured and post-processed offline. We used 10 randomly chosen subset of these 

DFT coefficients for signal waveform recovery and calculated the average MSE (Figure. 5-12). 

For 𝐾 = 2, only 17 DFT coefficients, rather than all 50 DFT coefficients, were sufficient for 

high precision recovery, which means only 17 optical comb tones, coherent receivers, filters and 

corresponding ADCs are guaranteed for high precision signal reception, reducing the current 

physical implementation complexity to 1/3 compared to previously proposed dual-comb assisted 

RF receiver [20]. For 𝐾 = 4, 25 DFT coefficients were sufficient and physical implementation 

complexity is reduced by half. On the other hand, compressed sensing algorithm added 

computation complexity in the digital domain, which can be compensated with advanced 

algorithms and parallel computing. In fact, with compressed sensing, the recovered waveform 

is even more precise than directly inverse Fourier transform the 50 captured DFT coefficients 
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due to inevitable spectral leakage out of the 3 to 7.9 GHz band. Calculated MSE of recovered 

waveform with direct inverse Fourier transform method is 0.54 and 0.49 for 𝐾 = 2 and 4 

respectively, while MSE was close to zero in both cases with CS recovery. The experimental 

MSE matched Monte Carlo simulation result well, proving sufficient precision of the CS 

receiver, which relies both on high performance comb-assisted DFT processor and robust 

recovery capability from compressed sensing. 

 

Figure. 5-12 Mean square error (MSE) vs. number of DFT coefficients for recovered signals of different sparsity 

(𝐾). Solid lines indicate experimental results and dashed lines are from Monte Carlo simulations. 

5.2.4 Discussion 

This section describes the design and demonstration of a new class of physically-assisted 

wideband sub-Nyquist RF signal receiver that relies on sub-rate, high precision DFT coefficients 

sampling and variable-pitch frequency comb. High reception accuracy was achieved in two 

stages. In the first stage, high rate DFT decomposition of received RF signal was performed in 
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continuous capture mode by toggling the frequency of a single optical comb in split-and-delay 

topology. This approach allowed CS receiver to circumvent the need for high-speed electronic 

pattern generators or full-rate ADCs, eliminating main contributions to electronic noise and jitter 

in conventional techniques. In the second stage, compressed sensing techniques were applied to 

achieve high precision recovery of input RF signal waveform, requiring only a subset of the 

DFT coefficients. As a consequence, the new receiver significantly reduced the physical 

complexity by eliminating more than 50% of the preprocessor components, depending on the 

sparsity of the input signal. In the demonstration, a CS receiver was constructed and 

characterized by measuring MSE of recovered signal waveform. The measurements were in 

excellent agreement with Monte Carlo simulations, indicating that robust and accurate signal 

reception is viable with the new architecture. While here it was demonstrated the reception of 

signals within 3 GHz to 7.9 GHz band, the bandwidth of operation is mainly limited by comb 

frequency pitch, so that the proposed scheme is viable to scale to tens of GHz bandwidth [125] 

by simply using higher frequency pitch combs, without increasing hardware complexity. 

5.3 Summary 

This chapter describes the application of a hybrid DFT processor with reduced 

complexity. Firstly, a variable frequency comb assisted DFT processor with split and delay 

topology was proposed to replace the previous hybrid DFT processor using two mutually 

coherent combs. While halving the resources for dual-comb generation, the new architecture is 

more stable and consistent due to the fact that two combs are generated through an identical 

setup driven by two distinct RF oscillators. Based on this new topology, an ultra-wide-band 

OFDM receiver was characterized and tested using the new architecture. 
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Secondly, when used as a sampler in frequency domain, the new DFT engine is 

demonstrated in ultra-wide-band sparse signal reception combined with compressed sensing 

techniques. The new CS receiver directly sampled the complex DFT coefficients of UWB 

signals without using high-speed ADCs and only a subset of these DFT coefficients is sufficient 

for signal recovery. While no high bandwidth electronic components are required, the new 

receiver stands out with high precision and low complexity compared to conventional all-

electronic and optoelectronic sub-Nyquist receivers. Besides, since only a subset of these DFT 

coefficients is required for successful recovery of sparse RF signals, the implementation 

complexity is significantly reduced compared to the standard hybrid DFT engine described 

previously. 

Chapter 5, in part, is a reprint of the materials as it appears in Optics Express volume 28, 

issue 4, 5658 (2020), titled “Hybrid OFDM receiver assisted by a variable frequency comb” 

authored by Huan Hu and Stojan Radic. The dissertation author was the primary investigator 

and the primary author of this article. 

Chapter 5, in part, is a reprint of the materials as it appears in IEEE/OSA Journal of 

Lightwave Technology early access (2020), titled “Sub-Nyquist Ultra-wideband Sparse Signal 

Reception via Variable Frequency Comb” authored by Huan Hu and Stojan Radic. The 

dissertation author was the primary investigator and the primary author of this article. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

To meet the exponentially growing trend of data traffic, current and future broadband 

communication systems require higher bandwidth and spectrally efficient modulation formats 

such as OFDM. The high-speed discrete Fourier transform processor serves as the core in 

OFDM, and signal processing in other broadband systems. However, it is both fundamentally 

and practically challenging to perform DFT operations on broadband signals with all-electronic 

DFT processor due to the bandwidth-precision tradeoff of electronic quantizers and 

fundamentally limited processing speed of conventional silicon processors. This dissertation 

contributes to a hybrid optical frequency combs (OFCs) assisted DFT processor, circumventing 

the need for high-speed quantizers and perform DFT computation in optical domain in a 

computation-free manner.  

The principle of operation of the OFCs assisted DFT processor was introduced in 

Chapter 2, starting with an introduction to all-electronic digital DFT implementation. Without 

the need for full-rate quantization of incoming radio-frequency signals, this processor relies on 

dual mutually coherent, high-fidelity combs for spectral decomposition with parallel heterodyne 

detection and low-rate quantizers. Such OFCs are the cornerstone of the DFT processor such that 

the detailed theoretical background and practical implementation of parametric OFC generation 

through shockwave engineering is introduced in chapter 2.3.  

Followed by the principle of operation, a direct experimental demonstration of the proposed 

hybrid DFT processor is discussed in Chapter 3. In practical scenarios, system impairments such as 

I-Q skew, DC offset and receiver imbalance are critical to DFT processing precision. The 

nonlinear response of Mach-Zehnder modulator and electrical amplifier caused distortion and had 

to be compensated. After compensating the experimental impairments, DFT operation on time-
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limited sinc-shaped signal and binary-phase-shift-key (BPSK) signals were demonstrated. This set 

of experiments validate the operation of the proposed hybrid DFT processor. 

It is natural to extend the application of the hybrid DFT processor to an OFDM receiver, in 

which DFT operation is the key functionality. As the core of this dissertation, a new wideband 

OFDM receiver relying on a comb assisted DFT processor is proposed and tested in Chapter 4. 

Without the need for high bandwidth ADCs and high-throughput, high-precision digital DFT 

processor, DFT generation was performed during coherent detection with two high fidelity 

combs, circumventing full-rate quantization. Sample-and-hold circuits were used to digitize 

simultaneously generated DFT coefficients and time-multiplex the output before decoding the 

payload. The precision of our DFT processor was first characterized by reconstructing and 

demodulating an 8-PPM signal under varied SNR conditions. When the new hybrid DFT 

processor served as a core of the OFDM receiver, phase noise due to optical tone decoherence 

hindered the 4-QAM modulated symbol recovery performance. To compensate the phase noise, 

three methods were proposed for high-performance OFDM signal demodulation. All these 

methods relied on the high correlation of phase noise of all channels. The sequential nulling 

method is easy to implement and has low complexity. However it was only applicable at high 

SNR conditions. To achieve robust recovery performance, two channels were set to be pilot 

channels and a linear estimator was used to recover phase noise of all channels but at the 

sacrifice of transmission rate penalty and complexity. In the end, a new joint phase noise 

compensation scheme was proposed, with similar performance to the pilot-aided method 

without pilot channels. This method was robust over all SNR conditions and easy to implement 

and adapt to other modulation mapping format. While no physical mechanisms were used to 

suppress inherent phase noise across signal-LO combs, the throughput of such (raw) OFDM 
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receiver can be further enhanced by deploying significantly more subcarriers and higher 

modulation format while maintaining flexibility and tunability. 

Chapter 5 aims at reducing the implementation complexity of the DFT processor with 

two approaches.  Firstly, the need for dual, Verniered frequency combs was eliminated by 

toggling the frequency of a single physical device and harnessing it in split-and-delay topology, 

realizing the equivalent of dual combs assisted DFT processor. The new DFT architecture using 

a variable frequency comb was demonstrated in a broadband OFDM receiver. This approach 

can be easily modified to address other applications that rely on use of dual-combs in detection 

ranging and spectrometry. Secondly, without the need of full spectral information, a subset of DFT 

coefficients was sufficient for signal reception and processing, reducing the system complexity. 

Based on the variable frequency comb assisted DFT processor, a new class of physically-

assisted wideband sub-Nyquist RF signal receiver that relies on sub-rate, high precision DFT 

coefficients sampling and variable-pitch frequency comb was demonstrated. This approach 

allowed for a sub-Nyquist receiver to circumvent the need for high-speed electronic pattern 

generators or full-rate ADCs, eliminating main contributions to electronic noise and jitter in 

conventional techniques. With compressed sensing techniques, the new receiver significantly 

reduced the physical complexity by eliminating more than 50% of the preprocessor components 

such as filters, receivers, digitizers, etc., depending on the sparsity of input signal. Consequently, 

robust and accurate signal reception is viable with the new architecture. 

6.1 Future work 

This dissertation proposed, implemented, characterized, and improved a hybrid DFT 

processor and demonstrated its application in broadband RF systems. However, there are still many 

open questions to be answered and possible further directions. 
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6.1.1 OFDM receiver 

In this thesis broadband OFDM receiver was demonstrated using the hybrid DFT 

processor relying on optical combs. The major motivation is to overcome the quantization and 

computation challenges for high-speed RF receivers. While the receiver was validated up to 

16GHz with only tens of subcarriers, the overall throughput can be easily scaled in principle. 

Firstly, the bandwidth of operation can be scaled to tens of GHz with hundreds of subcarriers to 

achieve the full potential of optical frequency combs. Secondly, the modulation format of 4-

QAM was used to simplify the analysis in this thesis. It is desirable to use advanced modulation 

formats such as 16-QAM, 64-QAM, and 256-QAM, which all pertain to LTE and are now being 

considered for the future evolution of LTE/LTE-Advanced Pro and 5G. An in-depth analysis of 

scaling up the throughput of the proposed OFDM receivers is highly valuable in current and 

future broadband systems to meet the communication data transmission growth.  

To simplify the analysis of the new receiver, time and frequency synchronization are 

achieved in advance and minimal channel fading was held during all measurements. However, 

a true practical OFDM receiver is much more complex than described here and it must consider 

the whole signal processing pipeline such as clock recovery, time synchronization, channel 

estimation, etc [34]. In conventional broadband wireless communication, such a DSP pipeline 

has already been extensively studied based on a high-speed sampler and applying advanced DSP 

algorithms. Many such algorithms are considered in the frequency domain. Since in the comb-

assisted OFDM receiver, the DFT coefficients rather than the temporal waveform are digitized, 

it is worth applying advanced frequency domain DSP algorithms to study the overall 

performance of the new OFDM receiver. Since the system is hybrid, consisting of both electrical 
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and optical components, the optimal hybrid DSP algorithm design is of both theoretical and 

practical impact. 

6.1.2 Signal processing with machine learning and deep learning 

In chapter 3 and chapter 4, the system impairments such as receiver quadrature 

imbalance, link nonlinearity, etc. are discussed, with a focus on phase noise compensation. 

While conventional signal processing techniques are viable to suppress such impairments, full 

compensation for system impairments with nonlinearity and memory effects is challenging and 

complicated. Machine learning and deep learning (ML/DL) techniques have demonstrated 

substantial success in a variety of applications such as computer vision, speech recognition, 

robotics, and autonomous driving. Compared to conventional digital signal processing 

techniques, ML/DL offered a more powerful approach for nonlinear statistical models. Applying 

machine learning and deep learning algorithms to improve the signal processing performance 

of the hybrid OFDM receiver is of great interest and potential. 

For phase noise compensation in optical systems, previous studies show that phase noise 

estimation based on ML outperforms conventional time-domain approaches in the presence of 

moderate measurement noise [126]. More and more ML/DL approaches have been proposed to 

cope with the complex systematic defects in photonics systems[127]–[129]. In the area of 

wireless communications, ML/DL also plays an important role. For example, DL has been 

exploited for OFDM channel estimation and signal detection, with performance comparable to 

the minimum mean square error estimator and is more robust than conventional methods in 

scenarios with complicated channel distortion and interference[130]. The proposed hybrid 

OFDM receiver will benefit from state-of-the-art ML/DL techniques in both optical and wireless 

communication communities. 
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6.1.3 Spectrally sparse RF signal detection 

In Chapter 5.2 a sub-Nyquist ultra-wideband sparse signal receiver was demonstrated 

with a comb assisted DFT processor. The successful reception relies on the fact that the 

incoming signal is sparse in an appropriate domain. However, when a signal is sparse in 

frequency domain, it is not possible to recover the waveform without fully populated detection 

backend, violating the purpose of system complexity reduction. When coping with spectrally 

sparse UWB RF signals, it is still viable to construct a receiver with dual combs. Instead of using 

the LO comb as multiple LO carriers, external modulation on LO comb could decompose the 

signal information into an appropriate domain. Recall the operation principle of hybrid DFT 

processor, when signal 𝑝(𝑡) is modulated on LO comb and signal 𝑠(𝑡) is modulated on the 

signal comb, the output after coherent detection of a signal-LO pair is 𝑠(𝑡) ⋅ 𝑝(𝑡)𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝐼𝐹𝑡, where 

𝑓𝐼𝐹  is the frequency offset between signal and LO comb tone. The output of an array of coherent 

receivers is simply DFT coefficients of 𝑠(𝑡) ⋅ 𝑝(𝑡). By choosing appropriate 𝑝(𝑡) it is easy to 

linearly transform the spectrally sparse signal to an appropriate domain for sub-Nyquist 

reception. This approach is a complement for sparse UWB signal reception architecture, making 

the proposed comb assisted receiver suitable for arbitrary incoming sparse signals.  
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